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The current volume is the second in a series on the Thirteen 
Principles of Faith of Rambam, Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon 

(1138-1204)—known in Western culture since the Renaissance as 
Maimonides, following the publication of commentary on Principles 
Eight and Nine in 2007. This volume addresses the topics of proph-
ecy in general (Principle Six), and the unique prophecy of Moshe 
(Principle Seven). Since many individuals are likely to make use of 
separate volumes in the series independently—this book, for 
example, stands alone as a book on prophecy—I will reproduce 
here my introductory words from the earlier published  work.

[  The Need for This Work
This is, of course, not the first book to discuss Rambam’s 

Principles. But, at a time when Jewish publishing, especially in the 
English language, has blossomed exponentially in the space of just 
a few decades, it is remarkable how little attention the Principles 
have attracted. 

Partially at least, this may be attributed to the fact that, even in 
Rambam’s original text, the Principles themselves are extremely 
brief summaries of some very deep ideas. This means that to 
study the Principles in outline is a relatively short exercise, where-
as to meditate upon them and come to a thorough appreciation of 
their true meaning is a huge undertaking. So most works on the 
Thirteen Principles, both in Hebrew and in English, tend to be 
either overly brief, or intensely philosophical, which means that 
the majority of people are lacking a commentary that is informa-
tive and at the same time accessible.

In our day, the need to study the Thirteen Principles of Faith is as 
pertinent as ever, when modern life forces most of us to engage 
with cultures and thought-systems which are not based on the 
Principles and, in many cases, are antithetical to them. 
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Educating the next generation to act as observant, G–d-fearing 
Jews is proving to be more difficult than ever, as the outside world 
appears to be increasingly colorful and enticing, while Jewish 
texts remain in “black-and-white.” And why should our youth be 
attracted to Judaism if they are not imparted a profound apprecia-
tion of its basic beliefs and ideas?

Furthermore, each year there are countless Jewish men and 
women who are in the process of adopting a life of Torah and 
mitzvos and are thirsty to know its true, spiritual meaning. With 
the constant expansion of outreach efforts in every part of the 
global Jewish community, there are countless Jews whose interest 
has been sparked, and want to discover more about the Torah. 
How many times have we heard the question: I want to study, but 
where do I begin?

And even for those of us who are happy, observant Jews, not 
suffering a crisis of faith, and not in the process of major soul-
searching, it is so important that our mitzvah-acts do not become 
dry and performed by rote. Studying the Principles refreshes our 
worship of G–d, invigorating every deed with an enhanced aware-
ness of Whom we are serving and why we are serving Him. While 
each mitzvah has its own specific kavanah (intention and pur-
pose), the Thirteen Principles enrich us with the general kavanah 
which underlies all of the mitzvos.

[  Notes on Method
For these reasons, among others, I have long felt it necessary 

that a text be prepared from which thoughtful people can study 
the Thirteen Principles of Faith, so as to come to a deeper appreci-
ation of the basic tenets of Judaism. 

Faith is, of course, something we all grapple with and it cannot 
be “delivered” in book-form. Genuine faith demands much thought 
and reflection, a process of nurturing that “sixth-sense” that we 
are all born with by speaking with our souls and encouraging our 
spiritual sensitivities to become honed and refined. 

Since time immemorial, Jews have done this, not by meditating 
on mountain-tops, but by studying the Torah. Besides providing 
us with fascinating and important information, the Torah’s inner 
light guides its student on the right path and nourishes his or her 
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spirituality.* While this is true for all Torah texts, whatever the 
subject may be, studying the Principles of Faith is more directly 
rewarding in this respect than, for example, examining minutiae 
of law. 

In this volume, we have gathered a series of classic texts which 
address the Principles from over 150 sources—beginning with the 
Biblical canon, Mishnah, Midrash and Talmud, spanning across 
the Gaonic and Medieval period, to the era of Jewish philoso-
phers, the Kabalists, the Chasidic masters, giants of the Lithuanian 
school, and modern thinkers up to the twentieth century.  

We begin each Principle with Rambam’s original formulation, 
excerpted from his Commentary to the Mishnah. Originally, it was 
our intention to place this text on the top of the page and have a 
running commentary underneath, but Rambam is so brief in his 
formulation of the Principles and so much commentary is required 
that such a layout proved unworkable. Instead, we have isolated a 
number of key topics and questions that arise from Rambam’s text 
and address them in a series of “lessons.” 

While the lessons do follow a logical sequence, in most cases 
they can be studied independently, without knowledge of the 
material that preceded it, and many crucial ideas are cross-refer-
enced. 

A weakness common to some treatments of the Thirteen 
Principles is a tendency to drift off the subject. So in the lessons, 
we have endeavored to address only the subject-matter of 
Rambam’s text, or questions that arise from it.

While the texts have been prepared primarily for the English 
reader, we are aware that nowadays works of English Judaica are 
used by a vast cross-spectrum of readers, ranging from total 
beginners to those well-versed in Torah study. Therefore, all the 
classic texts appear here alongside their Hebrew (or Aramaic) 
source, so that those who are capable of studying in the original 
may do so. Nevertheless, our translations of the texts are specifi-
cally geared to the reader who is studying only in English, so we 
have aimed to make them as readable and digestible as possible, 
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often choosing to paraphrase or summarize more intricate Hebrew 
passages. The English rendition will therefore be of limited value, 
in many instances, for those who seek a precise, linear translation, 
so as to familiarize themselves with Hebrew, etc.  

[  Structure of the Lessons
Since the Kol Menachem Chumash was published, countless read-

ers have noted how much they enjoyed the way in which informa-
tion was presented. “In most Chumashim,” wrote one reader, “ques-
tions are answered but not explicitly asked. Uneducated readers 
are lost. In the Kol Menachem Chumash, questions always precede 
answers. This means that the reader understands what he or she 
is about to read. Suddenly, the text makes sense. Not only has the 
reader studied Torah—he or she has actually understood it.”

The English commentaries in the Chumash were basically built 
around three structural elements: a.) Classic Questions—addressed 
by a series of citations from the classic commentaries. b.) Toras 
Menachem—A discussion of these texts, based on the  Lubavitcher 
Rebbe’s works, encouraging the reader to explore various possible 
interpretations. c.) A further layer of commentary offering a 
Chasidic angle, entitled Sparks of Chasidus (insights) and The Last 
Word (practical directives).

Presenting the material in this fashion proved to be effective for 
a number of reasons:

i.) By engaging in a rabbinic debate before exploring possible 
solutions, the reader becomes an “active” participant in a multi-
faceted discussion, rather than being spoon-fed from a “flat text” 
(as the above citation illustrates).

ii.) Those familiar with the Rebbe’s teachings found it refreshing 
to see how his thoughts interplayed with a host of different views.

iii.) For those unfamiliar with the Rebbe’s approach, this struc-
ture brought to light the Rebbe’s desire to be a genuine teacher of 
Torah and not a preacher of his own ideas.*
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iv.) A pleasant balance was achieved among information (becom-
ing familiar with different sources), analysis, inspiration (through 
Chasidic insights) and direction (through the “Last Word” com-
mentaries).

In this volume, we have followed a virtually identical structure. 
The only significant change is the addition of a further element to 
the commentary, entitled “A Living Example,” where authentic sto-
ries culled from classical texts are used to further illustrate vari-
ous points in the discussion.

The reader should also be reminded that the Toras Menachem 
commentaries are: a.) Adaptations and not translations.** The 
editor has taken extreme care not to add arguments of his own.  
Where it was deemed necessary to add background information, 
additional explanation or further illustrations, this was indicated 
in a footnote or by the use of square brackets. b.) The material 
here only represents a fraction of the Rebbe’s teachings which fill 
some two hundred volumes. c.) Many essays have been construct-
ed from a number of sources written or spoken on different occa-
sions. d.) We have drawn primarily from sources which were edit-
ed for publication by the Rebbe himself, though in many instances 
we were forced to rely on unedited transcripts which are the only 
existing records of many of his teachings. 

Since the format of the Toras Menachem commentary differs 
considerably from its original presentation by the Rebbe himself, 
if the reader finds the logical sequence of ideas uneasy or if any 
points are lacking clarity, the shortcoming is to be attributed to 
the editor and not to the original author. 
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The Rebbe replied, “There is another purpose here, which is why I endeavor 

to make all the references in Likutei Sichos: that if somebody does not agree 

with the explanation I offer in the sicha, he will be able to study the sources 

for himself in Mishnah, Gemara, Midrash, Zohar and Chasidic texts, beginning 

with the Tanya” (Hisvaduyos 5748, vol. 2, p. 558).

**In reference to publishing his own teachings in English translation, the 

Rebbe wrote: “As I have mentioned many a time, what matters is the content 

and not the word-for-word translation. Therefore, you should ensure that the 

language is clear and the style appropriate, for the main objective is that the 

readers should appreciate what is written” (Igros Kodesh vol. 28, p. 267).



 [For further details on our methodology, the source texts which 
were available to us, and our system of transliteration, see 
Foreword to the Kol Menachem Chumash].

[  Other Approaches to this Subject
One of the reasons why the Thirteen Principles of Faith have not 

yet become an extremely popular topic for Torah study, despite 
their centrality and the fascinating nature of the subject material, 
is because existing works tend towards one of two extremes: they 
are either too philosophical or too polemical.

Much of the source material which relates directly to the 
Principles is to be found in works of medieval Jewish philosophy. 
These texts tend to be long and complex, and demand background 
knowledge in the Aristotelian and Neoplatonic thought which was 
in vogue at the time they were composed. Perhaps the best book 
on our subject, With Perfect Faith by Rabbi J. David Bleich (Ktav, 
1983), clearly possesses this drawback. While the author offers 
thought-provoking introductions to each Principle and remains 
loyal to the subject, his selections from the classic philosophical 
texts are far too long and intricate for anything less than an 
intense academic study. He also limits himself strictly to philo-
sophical works, and does not draw upon Talmudic and Midrashic 
passages which serve to illustrate the Principles, nor does he 
touch upon the vast corpus of mystical texts (Kabalah and 
Chasidus), or quote from any Acharonim (post-medieval texts) or 
contemporary sources.

Other works make the mistake of being too polemical: they are 
on the offensive to prove their point aggressively with various 
arguments, etc. In my opinion, such an approach is of very limited 
effectiveness, and can even prove counterproductive, for a num-
ber of reasons:

a.) Human nature is such that when we are “attacked” with 
proofs for ideas which we are uncomfortable with, and may well 
have a vested interest in rejecting, our defenses are raised. In one 
letter, the Rebbe wrote:

“In most polemics, debates, dialogues and the like, the usual 
outcome is not a rapprochement of minds and hearts; rather do 
they evoke an impulse of rivalry and the desire to score a 
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point, or gain a victory over the opponent by any means. This 
is usually the case even in non-religious polemics, and certainly 
very much so in religious debates, inasmuch as the subject mat-
ter touches one’s inner soul; and even more so where religious 
zealots are concerned” (Letters from the Rebbe, vol. 1, p. 7).

Obviously, this stands true for a written polemic as it does for a 
verbal one.

b.) Logical arguments tend to come and go as they are formulat-
ed and later refuted. If a person’s Judaism is based on logical 
proofs, then his commitment will be shaky and liable to be refuted 
at any time. Just as he was once convinced by an argument, he 
might later find it unconvincing.

Of course, this does not mean to say that we should only have 
blind faith and never explore our beliefs intellectually. This book 
was conceived on the foundation that it is important for thought-
ful people to try to appreciate their beliefs intellectually as much 
as possible, and that faith is strengthened when intellectually sup-
ported. But when the Jews were given the Torah they declared, 
“We will observe and then we will understand” (Shemos 24:7), indicat-
ing that intellectual inquiry is a necessary accessory to our faith, 
but it should not be the basis of it. 

 c.) Proofs tend to send a dogmatic message that if we harbor 
doubts we are not cut out for religious life, leading a person to 
suffer feelings of rejection. 

Nothing could be further from the truth. We all possess a yetzer 
hara (evil inclination), which in all but the most exceptional of 
cases is never eliminated. And, consequently, 

“one should not feel depressed or very troubled at heart even 
if he be engaged all his days in this conflict, for perhaps this is 
what he was created for, and this is the service demanded of 
him—to subdue the forces of evil constantly” (Tanya, ch. 27).

Furthermore, the fact that our doubts trouble us is really an 
expression of faith:

“With reference to the other topic of our correspondence, 
namely, my suggestion that one’s protestations against G–d are 
in themselves proof of belief in the existence of G–d—perhaps 
I did not make myself clear, in that it is not the negation which 
I consider to be proof, so much as the manner in which it is 
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expressed. For, when one declares his atheism once and for all, 
affirming that henceforth he has no place for G–d in his 
thoughts, lexicon and daily life, then the matter is settled and 
closed. However, when one asserts that G–d does not exist yet 
at the same time, on seeing an injustice in the world, experi-
ences pain and promptly demands, “Where is G–d?”—his harp-
ing on the same theme again and again is proof that deep in 
his heart he believes in G–d—which is precisely why he feels 
so hurt and outraged (Letter written by the Rebbe in 5727).

This inner kernel of faith needs to be nurtured by a gradual pro-
cess of reflection and study. It cannot be built overnight by a 
series of proofs. 

A further important point concerning the process of faith-build-
ing is that observance of the commandments plays an important 
role:

“The physical body requires a daily intake of certain elements 
in certain quantities obtainable through breathing and food 
consumption. No amount of thinking, speaking and studying all 
about these elements can substitute for the actual intake of air 
and food. All this knowledge will not add one iota of health to 
the body unless it is given its required physical sustenance; on 
the contrary, the denial of the actual intake of the required ele-
ments will weaken the mental forces of thought, concen tration, 
etc. Thus it is obvious that the proper approach to ensure the 
health of the body is not by way of study first and practice after-
ward, but the reverse, to eat and drink and breathe, which in 
turn strengthen also the mental powers of study and concentra-
tion, etc.

Similarly in the case of the soul and the elements which it 
requires daily for its sustenance, known best to its Creator, and 
which He revealed to all at Mount Sinai, in the presence of mil-
lions of witnesses, of different outlooks, walks of life, character, 
etc., who in turn transmitted it from generation to generation, 
uninterruptedly, to our day, the truth of which is thus constantly 
corroborated by millions of witnesses, etc. (undated letter by the 

Rebbe). 

Consequently,

“the absence of the religious practice itself handicaps the 
powers of the intellect to grasp the truth. Furthermore, since the 
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human intellect is by its very nature limited, while the subject it 
desires to grapple with is related to the Unlimited, it is only 
with the aid of the Infinite G–d that one hopes to be lifted 
across the unbridgeable chasm separating the created and the 
Creator, and such Divine aid can come only through Divine ser-
vice (Letter written by the Rebbe on 18th of Sivan, 5715). 

To avoid these pitfalls, we have stayed clear, for the most part, 
of lengthy philosophical texts. Obviously one cannot ignore the 
contribution of the medieval philosophers, but we have attempted 
to present the essence of their arguments in a few short para-
graphs. The other texts cited were chosen because they make 
their points briefly and clearly.

Likewise, we have steered away from polemics.* The lessons aim 
to enlighten and inform the reader and guide him or her through 
the various pathways of understanding the Principles of our faith. 
Very often, a person’s difficulty with a Principle will arise because 
his understanding of it is too rudimentary and simplistic. By 
informing the reader of the various subtleties and nuances of the 
last two thousand years of Rabbinic discussion, it is hoped that 
many foundations of our faith will be freshly illuminated. 

[  The Rebbe on Faith
While a full-length study of the Rebbe’s analytical approach to 

the Thirteen Principles (and to Torah texts in general) is most 
definitely a project that needs to be undertaken in the future, it 
would be remiss of me not to mention at least a few words here 
on the subject.**
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*With the exception of Lesson One. Here it was deemed necessary to give at 

least some logical underpinning for the core of Rambam’s Eighth Principle. Our 

fears of dealing with polemics were allayed in this case since the content of 

the lesson is excerpted verbatim from letters penned by the Rebbe himself 

which, clearly, were written with sufficient sensitivity to avoid the problems 

mentioned above.

**As a Chasidic Rebbe, and leader of the Jewish community at large, the 

Rebbe dedicated much of his life to inspiring others with faith, and was a 

living example of one who took faith very seriously. However, we will touch 

here only on his approach to the study of faith-related texts, which is the 

subject of this work.



First, the scope of the Rebbe’s treatment is staggering. While he 
spoke on many topics (often revolving around the weekly Torah 
portion or an upcoming festival) the themes of faith recur consis-
tently—G–d, Prophecy, the Divine authorship and eternity of the 
Torah, Reward and Punishment, Mashiach, and Resurrection. 
If one were to collect all this material, it would no doubt fill many 
thousands of pages. 

This persistent interest in faith is, in fact, quite unusual for a 
Torah scholar who had mastered both Talmuds and a vast array 
of other important texts. Most Rabbinic writing does not repeat-
edly stress the need for faith or discuss its parameters, except 
those works which are exclusively dedicated to the subject, such 
as the philosophical and mussar (ethical) literature, etc. It is there-
fore quite remarkable that even amid complex legal discussions of 
Talmud, Mishneh Torah and Halachah, the Rebbe would, almost 
inevitably, find an opportunity to address faith issues.

A second point worthy of note is that the Rebbe approached 
faith-related texts with a level of analytical sophistication normal-
ly reserved for advanced Talmudic dialectics. Studying the 
Principles of Faith thus becomes an intellectually challenging enter-
prise, as this volume clearly demonstrates.

A third outstanding feature is the Rebbe’s willingness to deal 
with difficult questions. When preparing the Classic Questions 
commentaries, it often surprised me how hard it was to find solu-
tions for some glaringly obvious questions. This is all the more 
perplexing when one considers that modern research techniques, 
especially through the use of computers, and the general avail-
ability of information nowadays, means that we have at our finger-
tips many more texts than were accessible in the past. It is there-
fore notable that the Rebbe had a significant scholarly contribu-
tion to make on all of the twenty-five issues addressed by the les-
sons of this book—and this is despite the fact that he never 
addressed the Thirteen Principles formally or systematically. 

A final point—and this strikes me as being the most outstanding 
of all—is the way in which the Rebbe dealt with faith questions. As 
the reader will discover over the next few hundred pages, there 
are numerous statements of the Talmud, Midrash and later author-
ities which appear, at first glance, to be inconsistent with, or 
worse still, a contradiction to Rambam’s Principles. For example, 
Principle Nine states categorically that the Torah will never be 
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annulled, and yet at least one view in the Talmud maintains that 
the commandments will be annulled in the future (Nidah 61b). 

This leaves us in a conundrum. Apparently, something is going 
to have to give way: either our strict adherence to the simple 
meaning of the Talmud’s words or our unquestioning faith in the 
Ninth Principle. In fact, the commentators tend to follow one of 
these two paths, either arguing that the Talmud’s “annulment” 
does not mean what it may seem at first; or by partially delimiting 
the scope of the Ninth Principle, proposing that it is only applica-
ble before the Resurrection, but not afterwards.

While both interpretations are clearly within the pale of 
Orthodoxy, the Rebbe was dissatisfied with both of them. Our 
instinctive soul-reaction to both texts (the Talmud and the Ninth 
Principle) was to take them literally, and, in the Rebbe’s view, we 
must seek to uphold that pure faith with an intellectually rigorous 
solution (see Principle 9, Lesson 8 for how the Rebbe deals with 
this problem). 

Thus, repeatedly in this volume, the reader will find instances 
where the absolute integrity of one of the Principles appears to be 
challenged by a genuine Torah source, and the Rebbe demands a 
solution which confirms both our faith in the Principles and in the 
precision of Torah texts.

Furthermore, in many instances, the Rebbe succeeds in “turning 
the tables,” and transforming something which was a question on 
the Principles into an argument which supports them. For example, 
the reader who is initially disturbed by the fact that the Oral Law 
contains so many differences of opinion, may be uplifted to hear 
that this actually represents something very beautiful: G–d’s 
desire that the Torah be meaningful to us and sensitive to our con-
dition, which is why He gave man the right to express his own 
opinion (see Principle 8, Lesson 5, and also Lessons 8-10).

In this, and so many other cases, the Rebbe’s insights uplift, not 
merely by solving problems, but by uncovering an inner sanctity 
in the question itself. Darkness has not merely been dispelled, it 
has been transformed INto light.
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Kol Menachem gratefully acknowledges the generous support 

and tireless dedication of our founding patron Rabbi Meyer 
Gutnick. Rabbi Gutnick has not only kept our organization finan-
cially afloat, he has also devoted thousands of hours of his per-
sonal time to assisting our work and ensuring that our publica-
tions receive the widest publicity possible. His vision is to bring 
words of Torah, especially as they are illuminated by the teach-
ings of Chasidus, to the English speaking world, with unprecedent-
ed clarity and quality of presentation—and it is a task which he 
carries out with the loyal dedication of a Chasid. 

In 2006 we had the privilege of welcoming a new partner to our 
enterprise, Mr. David Slager, who generously dedicated the 
Synagogue Edition of the Kol Menachem Chumash and the Kol 
Menachem Haggadah. His warm encouragement and continuing 
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nificantly and bring many more works to the public. This volume 
proudly bears his name, the Slager Edition, and is dedicated to the 
entire Slager family: David, Lara and their precious children 
Hannah and Sara Malka. May the merit of spreading words of 
Torah, illuminated by the teachings of Chasidus to thousands 
across the globe, be a source of blessing for them for generations 
to come.

I would like to gratefully acknowledge the following people who  
have assisted in producing this volume: Rabbi Itzick Yarmush, my 
dear colleague and friend, who spent hundreds of hours discuss-
ing and clarifying the source material with me, and painstakingly 
checked the Toras Menachem commentaries against their source 
texts. I also received invaluable editorial assistance from Rabbis 
Ya’akov Paley, Mendy Angyalfi, Yossi Barber and Shmuel Rabin. 
I am also grateful to Mrs. Yehudis Homnick, Chaya Sarah Cantor 
and Chani Telsner for proofreading.

Finally, I would like to thank all those readers who took the time 
to send in positive feedback about our previous works, making 
what is sometimes a lonely profession into an extremely reward-
ing one.
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May we soon merit the true and complete redemption, when all 
the Jewish people will be free to observe G–d’s commandments 
and study his Torah.

 Rabbi Chaim Miller
 General Editor
 Kol Menachem  

3rd Tammuz 5769
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One must educate a child in all areas of 
Torah and mitzvos, especially in the Thirteen 
Principles of Faith.

 (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Terumah 5741)

In response to the questions in your letter.... 
What are the correct beliefs that a person 
should have? Those expressed by the classic 
statements of “Ani Ma’amin.”  

(Igros Kodesh vol. 15, p. 277) 

Lectures should be arranged on the principles 
of our faith, its foundations and details.

(Igros Kodesh vol. 26, p. 88)

MM

M M



a A n i  M a ’ a m i n a

The Thirteen
Principles of Faith* 

I believe with complete faith that the 
Creator, blessed be His Name, creates 
and directs all created beings, and 
that He alone made, makes, and will 
make everything.

I believe with complete faith that G–d 
in One. There is no unity that is in 
any way like His. He alone is our 
G–d—He was, He is, and He will be.

I believe with complete faith that G–d 
does not have a body and that physi-
cal concepts do not apply to Him. 
There is nothing whatsoever that 
resembles Him at all.

I believe with complete faith that G–d 
is first and last.

ֵלָמה.  ׁשְ ֱאמּוָנה  ּבֶ ַמֲאִמין  ֲאִני 
הּוא  מֹו  ׁשְ ַרְך  ִיְתּבָ ַהּבֹוֵרא  ׁשֶ
רּוִאים.  ַהּבְ ְלָכל  ּוַמְנִהיג  ּבֹוֵרא 
ה  ְוַיֲעׂשֶ ה  ְועֹוׂשֶ ה  ָעׂשָ ְלַבּדֹו  ְוהּוא 

ים. ֲעׂשִ ְלָכל ַהּמַ

ֵלָמה.  ׁשְ ֱאמּוָנה  ּבֶ ַמֲאִמין  ֲאִני 
הּוא  מֹו  ׁשְ ַרְך  ִיְתּבָ ַהּבֹוֵרא  ׁשֶ
ׁשּום  ּבְ מֹוהּו  ּכָ ְיִחידּות  ְוֵאין  ָיִחיד 
ָהָיה  ֱאלֵֹהינּו.  ְלַבּדֹו  ְוהּוא  ִנים.  ּפָ

ֹהֶוה ְוִיְהֶיה.

ֵלָמה.  ׁשְ ֱאמּוָנה  ּבֶ ַמֲאִמין  ֲאִני 
גּוף.  ֵאינֹו  מֹו  ׁשְ ַרְך  ִיְתּבָ ַהּבֹוֵרא  ׁשֶ
יֵגי ַהּגּוף. ְוֵאין לֹו  יגּוהּו ַמּשִׂ ְולֹא ַיּשִׂ

ָלל. ְמיֹון ּכְ ׁשּום ּדִ

ֵלָמה.  ׁשְ ֱאמּוָנה  ּבֶ ַמֲאִמין  ֲאִני 
מֹו הּוא ִראׁשֹון  ַרְך ׁשְ ַהּבֹוֵרא ִיְתּבָ ׁשֶ

ְוהּוא ַאֲחרֹון.

One

Two

Three

Four

*This text is a prosaic rendition of Rambam’s Thirteen Principles found in Ashkenazic 

prayer books. The authorship of this text and its date are unknown and it has some 

significant inconsistencies with Rambam’s original statements. See Ha-Ma’or, vol. 1, by 

Rabbi Elazar Meir Preyil (Jerusalem 5689), sec. 7; Ha-Nusach ve-ha-Nikud be-Sidur Admor 

ha-Zaken by Rabbi Baruch Oberlander, ch. 7, in Ha-Siddur (Heichal Menachem Monsey, 

2003), p. 232ff. 



I believe with complete faith that it is 
proper to pray only to G–d. One may 
not pray to anyone or anything else.

I believe with complete faith that all 
the words of the prophets are true.

I believe with complete faith that the 
prophecy of Moshe is absolutely true. 
He was the chief of all the Prophets, 
both before and after him.

I believe with complete faith that the 
entire Torah that we now have is that 
which was given to Moshe.

I believe with complete faith that this 
Torah will not be changed and that 
there never will be another given by 
G–d.

I believe with complete faith that G–d 
knows all of man’s deeds and thoughts, 
as the verse states, “He has molded 
every heart alike. He knows all their 
deeds” (Psalm 33:15).

I believe with complete faith that G–d 
rewards those who keep His com-
mandments and punishes those who 
transgress His commandments.

I believe with complete faith in the 
coming of Mashiach (the Messiah). 
Even though he takes time, I eagerly 
await his coming every day.

ֵלָמה.  ׁשְ ֱאמּוָנה  ּבֶ ַמֲאִמין  ֲאִני 
ְלַבּדֹו  לֹו  מֹו  ׁשְ ַרְך  ִיְתּבָ ַהּבֹוֵרא  ׁשֶ
ָראּוי  ְוֵאין  ל.  ּלֵ ְלִהְתּפַ ָראּוי 

ל ְלזּוָלתֹו. ּלֵ ְלִהְתּפַ

ל  ּכָ ֵלָמה. ׁשֶ ֱאמּוָנה ׁשְ ֲאִני ַמֲאִמין ּבֶ
ְבֵרי ְנִביִאים ֱאֶמת. ּדִ

ֵלָמה.  ׁשְ ֱאמּוָנה  ּבֶ ַמֲאִמין  ֲאִני 
לֹום  ָ נּו ָעָליו ַהּשׁ ה ַרּבֵ בּוַאת ֹמׁשֶ ּנְ ׁשֶ
ָהָיה  הּוא  ְוׁשֶ ית.  ֲאִמּתִ ָהְיָתה 
ְלָפָניו  ַלּקֹוְדִמים  ִביִאים.  ַלּנְ ָאב 

ִאים ַאֲחָריו. ְוַלּבָ

ֵלָמה.  ׁשְ ֱאמּוָנה  ּבֶ ַמֲאִמין  ֲאִני 
ה  ַעּתָ צּוָיה  ַהּמְ ַהּתֹוָרה  ל  ּכָ ׁשֶ
נּו  ַרּבֵ ה  ְלֹמׁשֶ תּוָנה  ַהּנְ ְבָיֵדינּו ִהיא 

לֹום. ָ ָעָליו ַהּשׁ

ֵלָמה.  ׁשְ ֱאמּוָנה  ּבֶ ַמֲאִמין  ֲאִני 
ּזֹאת ַהּתֹוָרה לֹא ְתֵהא ֻמְחֶלֶפת  ׁשֶ
ֵמֵאת  ַאֶחֶרת  תֹוָרה  ְתֵהא  ְולֹא 

מֹו. ַרְך ׁשְ ַהּבֹוֵרא ִיְתּבָ

ֵלָמה.  ׁשְ ֱאמּוָנה  ּבֶ ַמֲאִמין  ֲאִני 
ל  ּכָ יֹוֵדַע  מֹו  ׁשְ ַרְך  ִיְתּבָ ַהּבֹוֵרא  ׁשֶ
בֹוָתם.  ה ְבֵני ָאָדם ְוָכל ַמְחׁשְ ַמֲעׂשֵ
ִבין  ַהּמֵ ם  ִלּבָ ַיַחד  ַהּיֵֹצר  ֱאַמר  ּנֶ ׁשֶ

יֶהם. ל ַמֲעׂשֵ ֶאל ּכָ

ֵלָמה.  ׁשְ ֱאמּוָנה  ּבֶ ַמֲאִמין  ֲאִני 
ּגֹוֵמל  מֹו  ׁשְ ַרְך  ִיְתּבָ ַהּבֹוֵרא  ׁשֶ
ּוַמֲעִניׁש  ִמְצֹוָתיו  ְלׁשֹוְמֵרי  טֹוב 

ְלעֹוְבֵרי ִמְצֹוָתיו.

ֵלָמה.  ׁשְ ֱאמּוָנה  ּבֶ ַמֲאִמין  ֲאִני 
י  ּפִ ַעל  ְוַאף  יַח.  ׁשִ ַהּמָ ִביַאת  ּבְ
ה ּלֹו  ל ֶזה ֲאַחּכֶ . ִעם ּכָ ְתַמְהֵמּהַ ּיִ ׁשֶ

בֹוא. ּיָ ָכל יֹום ׁשֶ ּבְ

Six

Seven

Eight

Nine

Ten

Eleven

Tweleve
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Thirteen I believe with complete faith that the 
dead will be brought back to life when 
it will be the will of the Creator, 
blessed be His name and exalted be 
His remembrance forever and ever.

ֵלָמה.  ׁשְ ֱאמּוָנה  ּבֶ ַמֲאִמין  ֲאִני 
ֵעת  ּבְ ִתים  ַהּמֵ ת  ִחּיַ ּתְ ְהֶיה  ּתִ ׁשֶ
ַהּבֹוֵרא  ֵמֵאת  ָרצֹון  ַיֲעֶלה  ׁשֶ
ָלַעד  ִזְכרֹו  ה  ְוִיְתַעּלֶ מֹו  ׁשְ ַרְך  ִיְתּבָ

ּוְלֵנַצח ְנָצִחים.
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a R a m b a m ’ s  T e x t a

The 6th Principle:    
Prophecy

The Sixth Principle is prophecy. 
Namely, that a person should know 
that among human beings there are 
found individuals endowed with char-
acter traits that are extremely refined 
and high in caliber to a great degree 
of perfection, and their souls are 
primed to receive pure intellectual 
form. Consequently, their human intel-
lect merges with the Active Intellect,* 
from which profound emanation flows 
to it. Such people are prophets, and 
this is the phenomenon of prophecy.

A thorough explanation of this 
Principle would be very lengthy, and 
it is not our intention to present a 
philosophical demonstration of each 
of the Principles, nor to clarify the 
means of comprehending each one, 
for that would involve every branch 
of wisdom. Rather, we will give them a 
mere brief examination.

There are numerous verses of the 
Torah which give testimony about 
prophecy issued by prophets.

Rambam 
Commentary to 

the Mishnah

בּוָאה, ְוהּוא:  י — ַהּנְ ִ ּשׁ ִ ְוַהְיסֹוד ַהּשׁ
ָהָאָדם  ִמין  ה  ּזֶ ׁשֶ ָאָדם,  ַדע  ּיֵ ׁשֶ
ּדֹות  ֲעֵלי ְטָבִעים ִמּמִ ֵצא ָבֶהם ּבַ ִיּמָ
ֵלמּות  ּוׁשְ ְמֹאד  ְוַזּכֹות  ְמֻעּלֹות 
ַעד  ְנכֹונֹות  ְוַנְפׁשֹוֵתיֶהן  דֹוָלה,  ּגְ
ֶכל. ְוַאַחר  לֹות צּוַרת ַהּשֵׂ ֵהן ְמַקּבְ ׁשֶ
י  ָהֱאנֹוׁשִ ֶכל  ַהּשֵׂ אֹותֹו  ק  ִיְדּבַ ן  ּכֵ
ּנּו ָעָליו  ֶכל ַהּפֹוֵעל“ ְוֶנֱאָצל ִמּמֶ "ּשֵׂ ּבַ
ֵהם  ה  ְוֵאּלֶ  — ָדה  ִנְכּבָ ֲאִצילּות 
ְוֶזהּו  בּוָאה,  ַהּנְ ִהיא  ְוזֹו  ִביִאים,  ַהּנְ

ִעְנָיָנּה.

ֶיֱאַרְך  ְריֹו  ּבֻ ַעל  ֶזה  ְיסֹוד  ּוֵבאּור 
ָנֵתנּו ְלָהִביא מֹוֵפת  ּוָ ּכַ ְוֵאין  ְמֹאד; 
ל ְיסֹוד ֵמֶהם ּוֵבאּור ְמִציאּות  ַעל ּכָ
ַלל  ּכְ הּוא  ה  ּזֶ ׁשֶ ְלִפי  ָגָתּה,  ַהּשָׂ
ֶרְך  ּדֶ ֵרם  ן; ֲאָבל ֶאְזּכְ ּלָ ּכֻ ַהָחְכמֹות 

ְלָבד. ִסּפּור ּבִ

ַעל  ְמִעיִדים  ַהּתֹוָרה  ּוִמְקָרֵאי 
ה. ְנבּוַאת ְנִביִאים ַהְרּבֵ

* According to Rambam’s metaphysics, the Active Intellect (Sechel ha-Po’el) is the last 

rung in a hierarchy of transcendent, incorporeal entities that are subordinate to 



Points to Remember...

✓ Prophecy occurs when the human mind is primed to 
receive pure intellectual form.

 ✓ At that point, the human intellect merges with an emana-
tion of Divine intellect.

 ✓ This can only take place with individuals who are endowed 
with extremely refined character traits.

G–d. The Active Intellect continually “emanates” a whole range of abstract human 

thoughts which the human mind can then tap into, according to the individual’s men-

tal disposition. While the Active Intellect is the immediate source, the emanation 

does, in fact, come from G–d, who is found at the upper end of the hierarchy. 

Prophecy occurs when a human mind receives the emanation of the Active Intellect in 

a particular manner. See Guide for The Perplexed 2.4; 3.8.
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Belief in the concept of prophecy 
precedes belief in the Torah, for if 
there is no prophet then there is no 
Torah (Part III, chapter 45).

I consider the belief in the Divine 
authorship of Torah a Principle of 
Faith and prophecy a mere subsidiary 
of it.... For prophecy [is not] experi-
enced by men in order for people to 
know matters of personal interest that 
will occur in the world, or to prove a 
particular point miraculously....

[Rather,] it is in order for man to 
distinguish those things which are 
desired by G–d from those things 
which are not desired....The purpose 
of the phenomenon of prophecy is so 

בּוָאה  ת ֱאמּוַנת ַהּנְ ּנַ ּפִ ּוְכָבר נֹוַדע ׁשֶ
ִאם  ׁשֶ ַהּתֹוָרה,  ֶלֱאמּוַנת  קֹוֶדֶמת 

ֵאין ָנִביא - ֵאין ּתֹוָרה.

ר  ִעּקָ ַמִים  ָ ַהּשׁ ִמן  ּתֹוָרה  ָמִנינּו 
ּנּו  ִמּמֶ ֵעף  ִמְסּתָ ׁשֶֹרׁש  בּוָאה  ְוַהּנְ
בּוָאה  ַהּנְ ַעת  ַהּגָ ָהְיָתה  ִאם  ׁשֶ  ...
ַעל ָיָדּה  ֵדי ׁשֶ י ּכְ ין ָהֱאנֹוׁשִ ֶאל ַהּמִ
ים  ּיִ ָבִרים ָהִאיׁשִ ים ַהּדְ ֵיְדעּו ָהֲאָנׁשִ
ֵדי  ּכְ אֹו  עֹוָלם,  ּבָ ים  ׁשִ ְתַחּדְ ַהּמִ
אֹותֹות  ָיָדּה  ַעל  ׁשּו  ְתַחּדְ ּיִ ׁשֶ

ָרִטי ...  ּומֹוְפִתים ַעל ִעְנָין ּפְ
ֵצא  ִהּמָ ֶאל  ִביא  ַהּמֵ ַהֶהְכֵרַח  ׁשֶ
ְדעּו  ּוָ ּיִ ׁשֶ  ... ֵדי  ּכְ הּוא  בּוָאה  ַהּנְ
ֵאֶצל  ְרִצים  ַהּנִ ָבִרים  ַהּדְ ָיָדּה  ַעל 
י ִנְרִצים ...  ְלּתִ ֵרְך ֵמַהּבִ ם ִיְתּבָ ֵ ַהּשׁ

a L e s s o n  1

Prophecy as a 
Principle of Faith

In This Lesson
▶  Why is prophecy so central to Judaism?

▶  The dynamic of prophetic revelation.

▶  The purpose of prophecy.

Rambam, 
Guide for the 

Perplexed

Sefer 
ha-Ikarim

Why is belief in prophecy a Principle of Faith?Classic 
Question
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that G–d’s directives should reach 
man, namely the “Torah from heaven.” 
Therefore, it is fitting to count “Torah 
from Heaven” as a Principle of Faith...
but prophecy is a subsidiary of it 
(3:12).

It is one of the Principles of Faith to 
know that “prophecy will not [rest on 
a person unless he is extremely wise, 
a master of his emotions], etc.,” in 
order that one should not be misled 
to believe in imposters and vain 
dreamers whose troubled spirits mis-
lead themselves and others (ibid.).  

הּוא  בּוָאה  ַהּנְ ֵצא  ִהּמָ ְכִלית  ּתַ ׁשֶ
ָרה  ַהְיׁשָ ָיָדּה  ַעל  יַע  ּגִ ּתַ ׁשֶ ֵדי  ּכְ
ִהיא ּתֹוָרה  ֱאלִֹהית ְלִמין ָהָאָדם, ׁשֶ
ּתֹוָרה  ֶנה  ּמָ ּיִ ׁשֶ ָראּוי  ַמִים,  ָ ַהּשׁ ִמן 
ר ... ְנבּוָאה ׁשֶֹרׁש  ַמִים ִעּקָ ָ ִמן ַהּשׁ

ֵעף ַלּתֹוָרה. ִמְסּתָ

Sefer 
ha-Ikarim

(cont.)

Divrei 
Yirmiyahu

ל  בּוָאה” וכו’ ּכָ י “ְוֵאין ַהּנְ ְוִנְרֶאה ּכִ
ַהּתֹוָרה,  ִמיסֹוֵדי  הּוא  ֵליַדע  ְך  ּכַ
י  ַאְנׁשֵ ְלַמַען לֹא ִנְתֶעה ָלֵתת ֵאמּון ּבְ
ְוא, ְוִלְפָעִמים רּוָחם  ִמְרָמה הֹוֵזי ׁשָ

ַיְתֵעם ּוַמְתִעים ֲאֵחִרים.

בּוָאה ּוַמהּוָתּה  ת ַהּנְ י ֲאִמּתַ ּכִ ע,  ּדַ
ר  ֹוֵפַע ֵמֵאת ה’ ִיְתַהּדֵ ַפע ַהּשׁ הּוא ׁשֶ
ֶכל  ַהּשֵׂ ֶאְמָצעּות  ּבְ ְוִיְתרֹוֵמם 

ַהּפֹוֵעל.

ָהֵאּלּו  ֲעלֹות  ַהּמַ י  ּכִ ָסֵפק  ְוֵאין 
ִמן  ְוַיְפִרידּוָה  ֶפׁש  ַהּנֶ ִלימּו  ַיׁשְ
יָנּה  ּבֵ ְדֵבקּות  ְוִיְהֶיה  ְחּתֹוִנים,  ַהּתַ
ָהִאיׁש  ְהֶיה  ּיִ ׁשֶ ַעד  ָהֶעְליֹוִנים,  ּוֵבין 

ה ָראּוי ִלְנבּוָאה. ַהּזֶ

ַעת ֵמַהּכֹחֹות  ּפַ בּוָאה ִנׁשְ ַהּנְ ּוְלִפי ׁשֶ
ָלֶזה   ... דֹול  ַהּגָ ם  ׁשֵ ּבְ ְכָלִלים  ַהּנִ
ֵהם  ָבִרים ... ׁשֶ ה ַהּדְ ִהְתנּו ָבּה ֵאּלֶ
ָהֶעְליֹוָנה,  ָבה  ְרּכָ ַהּמֶ ֵלמּות  ׁשְ

By what means is prophecy received?Classic 
Question

Know that prophecy essentially and 
in truth is a flow coming forth from 
G–d—May He be honored and 
exalted!—through the agency of the 
Active Intellect* (part 2, ch. 36).   

There is no doubt that these qualities 
[of intellectual and character refine-
ment] bring perfection to the soul, 
and separate it from the lower realms. 
This enables it to bond with the upper 
realms to the extent that this person 
is fit for prophecy.

Since the prophecy flows from the 
powers within the Great Name [of 
G–d]... therefore certain prerequisites 
were demanded from the prophet (see 

Rambam, 
Guide for the 

Perplexed

Drashos 
ha-Ran

Avodas 
ha-Kodesh

*See p. 3.
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זֹו  דּוְגָמא  ּבְ ְהֶיה  ּיִ ׁשֶ ָצִריְך  ִביא  ְוַהּנָ
הּוא  ה  ִהּנֵ ֶהם  ּבָ ם  ּלֵ ּתַ ׁשְ ּיִ ּוְכׁשֶ  ...
ּבֹו  ְמִאיִרים  י  ּכִ ָלֶעְליֹון,  דֹוֶמה 
בּוָאה ׁשֹוָרה  ָבִרים ָהֵהם, ְוָאז ַהּנְ ַהּדְ

ָעָליו.

ר  ל אֹור ִמן ָהֶעׂשֶ ן ְלַקּבֵ ַיְחׁשֹוב ִויַכּוֵ
ר  ֲאׁשֶ ה  ֻקּדָ ַהּנְ ֵמאֹוָתּה  ְסִפירֹות, 

ם ...  ָמתֹו ֶנֱאֶחֶזת ׁשָ ׁשֶֹרׁש ִנׁשְ

ְדֵרָגה  ֶרְך ְיִריָדה ִמּמַ ן ְלהֹוִריד ּדֶ ִויַכּוֵ
ַפע  ֶ יַע ָהאֹור ְוַהּשׁ ּגִ ּיַ ְלַמְדֵרָגה ַעד ׁשֶ
גּופֹו,  ּבְ ְכִלית ׁשֶ ַההּוא ֶאל ַנְפׁשֹו ַהּשִׂ
ה  ַהַחּיָ ֶנֶפׁש  ַעד  יַע  ּגִ ּתַ ם  ָ ּוִמּשׁ
רּו  ִיְצַטּיְ ם  ְוׁשָ ּבֹו,  ׁשֶ ה  ַהְמַדּמֶ ְוֹכַח 
ֹכחֹו  ּבְ ִמי  ׁשְ ּגַ ִצּיּור  ָהֵהם  ָהִעְנָיִנים 
רֹוֶאה  ִאּלּו  ּכְ ְיִביֵנם  ְוָאז  ה,  ַהְמַדּמֶ

ׁש. ַעִין ַמּמָ אֹוָתן ּבְ

Lesson 4), because these qualities rep-
resent the perfection of the “Heavenly 
Chariot” and the prophet must be a 
reflection of them. Thus, when he will 
achieve perfection in these areas he 
achieves imitatio dei, as these 
Heavenly qualities will shine through 
him. At that point, prophecy rests on 
him (4:20).

[The prophet] should contemplate 
and have intent to receive light from 
the ten sefiros (Divine attributes), 
from the point where the root of his 
soul is attached....

Then he should have intent to draw 
that light and flow back down, level by 
level, until it reaches his “intellectual 
soul” in his body. From there it reach-
es the “animating soul” and its faculty 
of imagination. There, through his 
imagination, these revelations will take 
on a physical form and he will under-
stand them as if he saw them with his 
own eyes (Sha’arei Kedushah 3:5).

Arizal
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[ Toras Menachem

 Prophecy as a Principle of Faith

The Sixth Principle of Faith requires us to believe in the 
phenomenon of prophecy. 

In searching for a definition of this Principle, we could take a 
number of different approaches:

a.) Prophecy is a means by which G–d communicates with man.

b.) Prophecy is a means by which man communicates with G–d. 
I.e., when a person wishes to be given direction from above he 
poses his question to a prophetically inspired individual.

c.) Prophecy is the belief in exceptional human talent. Namely, 
that extraordinary men and women are to be found who are suit-
ably endowed to be able to communicate with G–d.

Of course, all of these statements are true. The question here is: 
Which of the above points was Rambam’s emphasis when defin-
ing the Sixth Principle?

If we start with a process of elimination, approach ‘b’ is the easi-
est for us to exclude first of all. For Rambam’s key discussion of 
“man approaching G–d” through prophetic means to resolve his 
personal questions is not found in his Laws of Foundations of the 
Torah (but in the Laws of Temple Apparatus—see p. 143). This 
indicates that the notion of man’s approaching G–d through 
prophecy is not essential to the notion of prophecy as a Principle 
or “Foundation” of Judaism, for otherwise this discussion would 
have been incorporated into the Laws of Foundations of the Torah.

If we turn to the Commentary to the Mishnah, which is the first 
and most succinct statement of the Principles, Rambam seems to 
favor approach ‘c,’ that we are speaking here of a belief in excep-
tional human talent:

“The Sixth Principle is prophecy. Namely, that a person 
should know that among human beings there are found indi-
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viduals endowed with character traits that are extremely 
refined and high in caliber, to a great degree of perfection, and 
their souls are primed to receive pure intellectual form.”

However, in Rambam’s definition of the Principle in his legal 
Code, the Mishneh Torah, he appears to emphasize approach ‘a,’ 
that prophecy is a means by which G–d communicates with man: 

“It is one of the Principles of Faith to know that G–d commu-
nicates with man through prophecy.”

Being that the Mishneh Torah represents Rambam’s later, author-
itative decision recorded as a halachic ruling, we can therefore 
conclude that the definition of the Sixth Principle follows 
approach ‘a,’ that is, belief in Divine communication directly to 
man.

[ Why is Prophecy Crucial?
Now that we have a working definition, we can ask why the 

belief in Divine communication is so crucial to Judaism such that 
it merits the special status of a Principle of Faith?

The answer seems, at first glance, to be quite obvious. We might 
be able to manage on a day-to-day basis without the active pres-
ence of a prophet, but if there had never been any prophets we 
would not be in possession of Divine Law, the Torah, which is the 
basis of all our religious activity—as Rambam writes, “If there is 
no prophet then there is no Torah” (Guide III:45). So it seems that the 
institution of prophecy is indispensable to Judaism as a whole.

Nevertheless, as Sefer ha-Ikrim has shown, this argument does 
not appear to confer any independent significance to prophecy, 
sufficient to render it as a Principle of Faith in its own right.  
Divine revelation to the human mind is only significant here as a 
means to an end, to receive the law, and beyond that it ceases to 
be indispensable. Therefore the Eighth Principle (Divine author-
ship of the Torah) automatically includes the phenomenon of 
Divine revelation. And, beyond that, prophecy appears to be a 
religious luxury rather than a necessity. 
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The peripheral relevance of prophecy is apparent from 
Rambam’s own words:

“The prophet does not come to establish law. He comes for 
no other purpose than to instruct people to observe the Torah 
and to warn them not to transgress it” (Laws of Foundations of the 

Torah 9:2).

As beneficial as it may be to have a G–dly man guiding us 
through the difficulties of daily Torah observance, clearly this is 
something that we can survive without. A Principle of Faith, on 
the other hand, is, by definition, something which is fundamental 
to every aspect of Judaism, at every time and in every place.

In the same passage, Rambam makes it clear that the prophet’s 
function in guiding the people in non-religious matters is also a 
secondary role:

“Also, if the prophet issues commands in non-religious mat-
ters, such as, ‘Go to such-and-such a place,’ or, ‘Do not go,’... it 
is obligatory to follow him” (ibid.).

It is only “if he issues commands in non-religious matters,” 
which he may or may not do, then “it is obligatory to follow him.” 
But this is not his primary purpose.

So what, then, is the overwhelming importance of prophecy as 
an institution in itself? Beyond a mere support to Torah law, and 
guidance in non-religious matters, what other significant role does 
it carry such that “one of the Principles of Faith is to know that 
G–d communicates with man through prophecy”?

Divrei Yirmiyahu suggests that prophecy is a Principle of Faith 
due to the extreme importance of distinguishing a genuine proph-
et from a false one. A mistake in this area could prove far-reach-
ing, as the false prophet is likely to lead a person completely 
astray and could inspire others to follow him. So we are not 
speaking here about a mere detail in the Jewish religion, but 
something that is necessary to preserve the entire system of 
faith.

However, this argument is difficult to accept. A Principle of Faith 
is, by definition, a logical foundation on which Judaism is built, 
and not something which merely protects the religion from poten-
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tially corrupting outside influences, serious as they may be. 
Divrei Yirmiyahu’s explanation fails to demonstrate how prophecy 
is crucial to the internal dynamic of Jewish belief.  

Finally, Rambam writes explicitly that the requirement to follow 
the words of a prophet constitutes nothing less than a direct 
Biblical command: “It is a mitzvah to follow him, as the verse 
states, ‘You must listen to him.’” (Devarim 18:15; Laws of Foundations of the 

Torah 7:7). So if the Torah already requires us to identify and heed 
the words of a true prophet by force of a Biblical command, what 
is added by referring to prophecy as a Principle of Faith?

[ The Experience of Prophecy
When a person writes down his ideas and thoughts with a pen, 

his intellect is channeled through his fingers onto paper. But 
could we say that the fingers had a meaningful participation in 
the communication of these ideas?

Obviously we would have to concede that at some level all of 
the ideas “passed through” the fingers on their journey from mind 
to the written word, and the fingers therefore played a significant 
role. We might argue further that in contrast to a person’s toes 
which cannot, generally speaking, write text, the fingers of the 
hand demonstrate a particular affinity with an intellectual flow in 
that they can jot down words and sentences.

But, clearly, all of these arguments fail to demonstrate any real 
intellectual involvement on the part of the fingers. At the most 
they are a channel through which ideas flow, but the fingers nei-
ther understand what they are writing nor contribute to the struc-
ture or coherency of the ideas.

The brain, on the other hand, does not merely act as a suitable 
channel through which ideas pass from the soul; rather, it actively 
grasps each intellectual concept, molding and shaping it in the 
process according to its own understanding. If somebody 
explains an idea to you, and you subsequently explain it to a 
friend, it will inevitably undergo some sort of transformation as 
you express the concept in your own terms. The brain always 
interacts with an idea; it cannot remain an entirely passive com-
municator, like the fingers.
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[ The Last Word [

RamificaTions of The sixTh PRinciPle

I n Toras Menachem we elaborated upon the 
idea that prophecy is an interactive experi-

ence where a sublime revelation is refracted 
through the mind of a prophet. Essentially, 
this has a twofold implication:

a.) The Divine emanation which the proph-
et receives is garbed and veiled to the point 
where a human mind could have a meaning-
ful interaction with it.

b.) The prophet’s mind needs to be suitably 
prepared and attuned to receive the 
emanation.

In other words, for the human and Divine 
“minds” to merge there has to be a reduction 
and dimming of the Divine emanation and a 
corresponding elevation of the human 
intellect.

In fact, these two criteria are directly pro-
portional. The greater the intellectual capacity 
of the prophet and the higher his transcen-
dental state, the greater (and less garbed) is 
the Divine emanation that he can receive. 
Conversely, if his intellectual refinements are 
lower in scale, then a greater dimming and 
veiling of the Divine emanation must take 
place.

Thus: “The prophets are of various levels. Just 
as one sage is greater in wisdom than another, so 
too, with regard to prophecy, one prophet is great-
er than another” (Laws of Foundations of the Torah 7:2).

Likewise, there are many difficulties associ-
ated with receiving prophecy, as reaching the 
necessary level of transcendence is a feat in 
itself: “Even when they focus their minds prop-
erly it is possible that the Divine Presence will 
rest upon them, but it is also possible that it 
might not” (ibid. 5).

And since the mind alone is a suitable 
receptacle for the Divine emanation of proph-
ecy, all the other faculties of the body must be  
disowned: “All of them, when they receive 
prophecy, have trembling limbs, a weakening of 
the body and their senses are confused. But their 
minds remain attuned to comprehend what they 
perceive” (ibid. 2).

All of this represents limitations imposed 
by point ‘b’ above, the suitability of the “recep-
tacle.” But there are also limitations imposed 
by point ‘a,’ the need to dim and veil the 
Divine emanation. Thus we find that even 
when a prophetic revelation was successfully 
received it was “communicated to him in alle-
gorical form.... All the prophets prophesied in 
allegories and riddles” (ibid. 3).

An allegory is a form of “indirect light” used 
when a “direct exposure” to an idea would be 
confusing and overwhelming. The allegory 
borrows terms from a more mundane world 
which reflect a higher or more subtle truth 
that might otherwise be missed.

A “riddle” represents an even greater con-
cealment, where concepts are merely hinted 
to with vague and sometimes perplexing 
imagery.

But despite all of the above limitations, the 
result is an extremely powerful one, namely, 
that revelation reaches man on his own terms 
in a way that he can relate to. In an unlikely 
converging of worlds the human mind has 
embraced the Divine in the most real and 
tangible way possible.

(Based on Ma’amar of Shabbos Parshas Shemini 5715, par. 3; 

Likutei Sichos vol. 39, p. 149; vol. 23, p. 86; Ma’amarei Admor 

ha-Emtzoie, Drushim le-Pesach p. 326)
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With the above in mind, we can now ask: Is a prophet compara-
ble to the fingers, which loyally transmit a message without modi-
fying it in any way? Or does the prophet’s brain actively grasp the 
revelation received from above and then articulate it according to 
how it was understood, inevitably introducing a certain subjec-
tive, interpretive contribution?

In a number of key passages, Rambam indicates that the proph-
et’s mind does have an active involvement in the prophetic pro-
cess. For example, when defining the Sixth Principle in his 
Commentary to the Mishnah, Rambam writes:

“Among human beings there are found individuals endowed 
with character traits that are extremely refined and high in cal-
iber to a great degree of perfection, and their souls are primed 
to receive pure intellectual form. Consequently, their human 
intellect merges with the Active Intellect, from which profound 
emanation flows to it.” (Commentary to Mishnah, cited above p. 3).

The idea which clearly emerges from this description is that 
prophecy is an experience involving the intellect. We are taught of 
a “merging” of the human and Divine intellect, through which 
“pure intellectual form” is received (see also Guide for the Perplexed 

cited in Classic Questions).

A similar emphasis is made in the Mishneh Torah:  

 “When a person is full of all these qualities, and he is bodily 
intact; and he enters the contemplative ‘orchard’ to deliberate 
upon great and obscure matters, having a penetrating intellect 
to understand and grasp them and... his mind is constantly 
attuned heavenward, bound to the Throne of Glory, to compre-
hend holy and pure forms; and he contemplates the wisdom of 
G–d, from the First Form to the center of the earth, and from 
this he knows G–d’s greatness—then immediately the prophetic 
spirit will rest upon him.” (Laws of Foundations of the Torah 7:1).

The prophet is totally devoted to the contemplation of spiritual 
existence and thereby elevates himself to the point that his mind 
can “merge” with the Divine intellect. 

An important consequence of this experience is that the proph-
et is tangibly influenced and changed by it. Our fingers are not 
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affected by the ideas that flow through them, but our minds cer-
tainly are—as Rambam continues:

“He will be transformed into a different man. He will under-
stand that he is no longer as he was before, and that he has 
surpassed the level of all other wise men—as it is written of 
Shaul: You will prophesy with them and be transformed into a 
different person’” (I Samuel 10:6; ibid. 2).

Reading all of this we are left with the impression that receiving 
prophecy is an interactive experience: a sublime revelation is 
refracted through the mind of a prophet, which inevitably makes 
some sort of impression on the messages that are received. Of 
course, the very hallmark of prophecy is that it is considered to 
be G–d’s word and not man’s, but Rambam makes it clear that the 
prophet’s mind is most definitely not a passive communicator of 
Divine revelation.*

Rambam prefaces this entire discussion with the words: “It is 
one of the Principles of Faith to know...,” making it clear that: 

a.) A general awareness that Divine revelation occurs to man is 
insufficient; a person must “know,” i.e. have a substantial under-
standing, of the prophetic process such that he appreciates how 
the prophet’s mind interacts with the Divine revelation. 

b.) This appreciation of the dynamic of prophecy is “one of the 
Principles of Faith,” as distinct from the requirement to identify 
the true prophet and follow him, which is a Biblical command. 

In other words, an awareness of the fact of prophecy is a legal 
requirement, whereas understanding the dynamic of prophecy is a 
faith requirement. 

*In fact this point is stressed by a variety of texts, such as Drashos ha-Ran, 

Avodas ha-Kodesh and Sha’arei Kedushah of the Arizal (see Classic Questions).
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[ The Sixth Principle
Why is an understanding of what happens inside the prophetic 

mind so crucial and far-reaching, such that Rambam deemed it to 
be a Principle of Faith?

The answer to this question lies in an earlier discussion about 
the First Principle of Faith, that man must be aware of G–d. 
Rambam’s position is that a general belief in the fact of G–d’s exis-
tence is insufficient; a person must come to a relatively detailed 
knowledge of G–d (Laws of Foundations of the Torah 1:1ff). We are required 
to come to an appreciation of the nature of His existence, which 
is “necessary” and not “contingent,” and how the world’s exis-
tence is utterly dependent on Him (see our discussion of the First 

Principle). 

Here we might ask a similar question: Why is it not sufficient 
simply to believe that one G–d exists? Why do I have to know 
how the world’s existence is intricately tied up with G–d’s exis-
tence, such that, “He brings into being everything that exists... and 
everything that exists only exists by virtue of the truth of His exis-
tence” (ibid.)? Isn’t the point here the supremacy of G–d’s exis-
tence and not the fragility of the world’s existence? 

Evidently, Rambam saw it important not only to be aware of 
G–d’s existence as an isolated fact; Judaism requires us to appre-
ciate how G–d’s existence takes expression through our exis-
tence—“everything that exists only exists by virtue of the truth of 
His existence.” Monotheism does not merely teach us that there is 
One G–d up in heaven; its purpose is to show the Divine identity 
that lies at the core of all existence.

With this in mind we can appreciate that the Sixth Principle 
(prophecy) is essentially a logical progression from Principles 1-5 
which discuss the existence of G–d. Just as the first Principles 
require us to understand how G–d is expressed through the 
world’s existence, the Sixth Principle continues this theme, requir-
ing us to appreciate how G–d is openly revealed in the mind of a 
prophet. 

“To know that there is a First Existence” and “To know that G–d 
communicates to man through prophecy” are thus both exercises  
in comprehending the dynamic by which G–d relates to His world. 
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The first five Principles teach us how G–d is at the core of all exis-
tence, at every time and every place; and then the Sixth Principle 
discusses the phenomenon of revelation, i.e., those instances 
where G–d’s underlying existence takes overt expression. But 
while the circumstances may differ, the theme remains the same: 
the world is a tool by which we can come to know our Creator.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, p. 85ff; vol. 20, p. 94; vol. 31, p. 158; 

Ma’amar of 19 Kislev, 5730)
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Points to Remember...

✓ Rambam’s Sixth Principle teaches us that we must 
understand the dynamic of Prophecy, which is an 
interactive Divine communication directly to the human 
mind. 

✓ The mind of a prophet is totally engaged with this 
revelation to the extent that there is a “merging” of the 
human and Divine mind. The level of prophecy will depend 
on the success of this merging. 

✓ Prophecy is not merely an agent to transmit Divine law 
(Torah); rather, it is significant in itself as an overt 
expression of G–d within this world.

✓ Prophecy is the peak of human intellectual perfection.

✓ The foretelling of future events is not central to the 
function of a prophet.

✓ The first five Principles of Faith clarify how G–d’s existence 
is manifested through the world’s existence. The Sixth 

Principle continues this theme, informing us how Divine 
revelation occurs within the human mind.



The 13 Principles: A Historical Note*

In 1168, Rambam completed his first major work, the Commentary on the 
Mishnah, in which he reproduced the entire text of the Mishnah and 

appended a commentary in Judeo-Arabic. Besides being the first extensive 
commentary to the Mishnah,1 this work also became known for its three 
lengthy introductions which discuss a number of fundamental topics sys-
tematically.2 Their substantial contribution to Jewish thought has rendered 
these introductions as works in their own right.3 They are: a.) A general 
introduction to the Oral Law which traces its history and sources. b.) The 
“Eight Chapters,” an introduction to the Ethics of the Fathers discussing the 
philosophy of the soul, dealing with topics such as virtue, vice, ethics and 
free will. c.) An introduction to the tenth chapter of Tractate Sanhedrin in 
which Rambam makes known his views on immortality4 and formulates 
Thirteen Principles of Faith, which, he argues, are crucial prerequisites for 
the soul to be immortalized.5

Rambam devotes, on average, a few paragraphs to a brief overview of 
each principle,6 and they could be summarized as follows: 1.) G–d exists; 
2.) G–d is one; 3.) G–d is incorporeal; 4.) G–d precedes everything; 5.) only 
G–d may be worshipped; 6.) prophecy occurs; 7.) the superiority of 
Mosaic prophecy; 8.) the Torah was Divinely authored; 9.) the Torah will 

* A full introduction to the Thirteen Principles will appear in the first volume of this 
series.

1.  Rashi’s commentary to the Mishnah, which preceded that of Rambam, is relatively 
brief, since it was written for a readership who intended to study the Talmud’s 
commentary.

2. A quality uncharacteristic of rabbinic texts in general, but a hallmark of Rambam’s 
treatment of any subject, as his later works were to demonstrate.

3.  Thus we find that the introductions have been published as separate texts. For 
example, Rambam le-Am, Hakdamos (Mosad ha-Rav Kook, 1994, 14th printing), with 
commentary by Rabbi Mordechai Dov Rabinowitz; Hakdamos ha-Rambam le-Mishneh, 
Rabbi Yitzchak Shilat (Jerusalem 1996); Hakdamos ha-Rambam le-Perush ha-Mishneh, 
Rabbi Nechemia Shmuel Roth (Machon Yerushalayim, 2005).

4. For a lengthy discourse on immortality, written by the Rebbe, drawing from rabbinic, 
Kabalistic and Chasidic teachings, see Igros Kodesh, vol. 1, p. 141.

5. For the status of one who inadvertently fails to meet these criteria, see: Igros Kodesh 
vol. 22, p. 33-4; Likutei Sichos vol. 15, p. 79; ibid. vol. 35, p. 29; Sichas Yud-Tes Kislev 5712. 
See also Shogaig be’Ikrei ha-Das by Rabbi Shimon Vizthandler in Kovetz ha-Yovel 
(Yeshivas Tomchei Temimim ha-Merkazis, 2000), vol. 1, p. 189ff.

6. The full text of each Principle as it appears in the Commentary to the Mishnah is cited 
in this series, at the beginning of each section.
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never change or be annulled; 10.) G–d knows what man does; 11.) the 
righteous will be rewarded and the wicked punished; 12.) Mashiach (the 
Messiah) will come; 13.) the dead will be resurrected.7

For those who have some knowledge of Judaism, none of these Principles 
appear to be alarming or radical in their own right. In fact, any person 
familiar with Jewish liturgy will note that these themes form the focus of 
many prayers and psalms. Nevertheless, as the first8 self-contained state-
ment of the fundamentals of Judaism since the Torah was given in 
1312 BCE, Rambam’s Principles inevitably generated controversy.

The fact that no formulation of the beliefs of Judaism had been made 
until this point is not difficult to understand when one bears in mind that 
there was a general prohibition to write down even the legal parts of the 
Torah, and that the Mishnah and Talmud were only recorded out of dire 
emergency, to save them from being lost altogether.9 

In the case of esoteric wisdom, Jewish law is even more conservative. 
The Mishnah rules explicitly that mystical rites known as “the Account of 
Creation,” and “the Account of the Chariot,” may be taught only to those 
capable of appreciating such wisdom, and even then it must be done only 
in private.10 Today we understand that these “Accounts” refer to Kabalistic11 

7. All of the Principles were restated in Rambam’s Code, the Mishneh Torah (in Laws of 
Foundations of the Torah and Laws of Teshuvah), though not as a thirteen-point list, and 
as part of a strictly halachic text they become a more authoritative statement (see 
Sichas Shabbos Parshas Acharei 5730). In the Guide, Rambam also elaborates on many 
of the Principles at length. 

For an explanation as to why Rambam did not include all Thirteen Principles in his 
Laws of Foundations of the Torah, see above, p. 277ff.

8. Sa’adia Ga’on, in the tenth century, was the first to discuss the principles of Judaism 
philosophically, and an extremely brief formulation of “four elements” of belief in G-d 
necessary for salvation was made by Rabbenu Chananel (c.975-1057), in his commentary 
to Shemos 14:31. Rambam, however, was the first to compose a complete, systematic 
list of Principles.

9.  See Guide for the Perplexed 1:71

10. Mishnah, Chagigah 2:1.

11. As its name suggests—Kabalah means “tradition”—Jewish mysticism is part of the 
corpus which was revealed to Moshe on Mount Sinai, and handed down faithfully 
through an unbroken chain of tradition. 

The Kabalah, is an extremely valuable and extensive discussion of G–d, creation, 
revelation and redemption, and contains substantial commentary on all of the ideas 
mentioned in Rambam’s list of Principles. Its ideas, however, did not enter general 
circulation until as late as the seventeenth century, through the efforts of the famed 
Kabalist of Tzefas, Rabbi Yitzchak Luria (1534-1572).  

Until the late twelfth century, the Kabalah was virtually a total secret. Even the 
Zohar itself, the core text of the Kabalah authored by the Tannaic Sage Rabbi Shimon 
bar Yochai (2nd century), was only made known at the end of the thirteenth century. 
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teachings12 about creation and G–d,  which explains why, as the genera-
tions diminished in their intellectual capacities,13  even the private dissem-
ination of esoteric wisdom became less prevalent. It is no surprise, there-
fore, that no texts delving into the principles of faith were produced for 
public consumption.14

To understand what prompted Rambam to define Judaism philosophi-
cally, one needs to appreciate the historical circumstances prevailing at 
the time. The Moslem invasion of Spain in 711 brought significant change 
to a large segment of the global Jewish community who resided in these 
lands or subsequently immigrated to them. During this “golden era,” which 
lasted until the 12th century, Jews enjoyed much more freedom and oppor-
tunity than under the previous Christian rule, and the Arabic culture made 
a lasting impact on Sefardic cultural development. The Arabs ruled much 
of the area around the Mediterranean where Greek philosophy was popu-
lar, which resulted in philosophy spreading throughout all the Arabic 
lands. The Moslem philosophers Alfarabi (870-950), and later Avicenna 
(980-1037) and Averroes (1126-1198), adapted the works of Aristotle and 
Plato into the Arabic language, which resulted in Greek philosophy becom-
ing very much in vogue. Inevitably, the Jews who had integrated into the 
culture became strongly influenced by it.

This presented two seemingly insurmountable problems for which the 
rabbinic leadership of the time were forced to find a solution:

a.) While Aristotle did affirm the existence of One G–d, many of his con-
clusions were inconsistent with Jewish beliefs.15 For example, he main-

Earlier still, Ramban (Rabbi Moshe ben Nachman, “Nachmanides,” 1194-1270) had 
authored a popular commentary to the Torah which openly incorporates Kabalistic 
ideas. But, Rambam, who was active primarily in the second half of the twelfth 
century, wrote at a time when the Kabalah was still a totally secret rite. See note 18.

12. Likutei Sichos vol. 1, p. 150. See also Talmud Bavli, Schottenstein edition, ibid. note 33.

13. “The minds of the earlier scholars were like the entrance to the Temple Hall, but ours are 
like the eye of a needle” (Eruvin 53a).

14. As for why the Torah itself (i.e. the Pentateuch) does not address theological issues 
formally and systematically, see Sichas Shabbos Parshas Devarim 5746, par. 38: 

Why did the Torah only allude to the coming of Mashiach, in the prophecies of Bilam, 
or through a proof from the command to “add three further cities” (Devarim 19:9; see 
Laws of Kings 11:1-2)? One would imagine that the Torah would have stated this belief 
clearly and explicitly, as indeed we find it is articulated in the books of the Prophets. 

However, the Torah is, by definition, a text of practical halachah. Therefore, it would 
be inappropriate to discuss such a matter directly, and it is only mentioned in connec-
tion with a practical law, the addition of three additional cities in the future.

15. Abarbanel notes that this is reflected in the sequential organization of the Thirteen 
Principles: Principles 1-3 are fully consistent with Aristotelian philosophy; Principles   
4-6 are partially consistent; Principles 7-9 are outside the scope of Aristotelian 
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tained that the world always existed and he denied the phenomenon of 
Divine providence.16 Consequently, study of the Islamic Aristotelian works 
resulted in a crisis of faith17 among a large segment of the Jewish commu-
nity. Many Jews remained outwardly observant, but their minds and hearts 
were loyal to philosophy and its conclusions.

b.) Being a purely rational system, Aristotle’s metaphysics was extremely 
convincing, and, armed with no system of formal Jewish theology whatso-
ever (since Kabalah remained a hidden science), Jews were offered no 
alternative way of thinking. Furthermore, the intellectual stimulation of 
philosophy and the profundity of its subject matter gave Jews the feeling 
that this was true spirituality. As time passed, the laws of the Torah and its 
narratives became increasingly belittled in their eyes, to the extent that 
they were wont to say, “Moshe gave us the exoteric law, but Aristotle gave 
us the esoteric law!”

In the 10th, 11th and 12th centuries, the prospect of openly revealing 
the Kabalah,18 Judaism’s own esoteric wisdom, was out of the question, 

philosophy and would be neither accepted nor rejected by it; and Principles 10-13 
would be completely denied by Aristotle. See Rosh Amanah, chapter 10.

16. “Worse still are the heretics who do not believe in G–d’s unity at all, like Aristotle and his 
associates, who are more terribly evil than the idol-worshippers. They at least acknow-
ledged G–d’s unity, referring to Him as ‘the G–d of gods’ (end of tractate Menachos)” 
(Toras Chaim, Bereishis of the Mitteler Rebbe. 78c; See also Ma’amarei Admor 
ha-Emtzoie, Bamidbar vol. 2, p. 802 and sources cited loc. cit.)

17. Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi notes that the term emunah (“faith”) is not employed 
throughout the entire Bible and Talmud as a reference to general belief in G–d, but only 
to faith in specific Divine promises. This, he argues, indicates that throughout the 
Biblical and Talmudic eras, faith in G–d was never doubted and was held to be self-
evident, like the existence of the soul.

But as a result of the school of philosophy, which demands proof for the existence of G–d 
and opposes the notion of creation etc., the term “emunah” was used in reference to G–d’s 
unity, i.e. to believe in G–d’s unity in the absence of proof. This was not the case in prior 
generations when no view was espoused that denied creation, even among non-Jewish 
nations (Meah She’arim, p. 32a; Ma’amarei Admor ha-Zakein ha-Ketzarim p. 444)

18. Contrary to what many scholars maintain, it appears that Rambam had been exposed 
to the Kabalah since he testifies (in his introduction to Mishneh Torah) to having read 
all the halachic treatises of the Ge’onim, many of which make numerous Kabalistic 
references, such as the works of R’ Hai Ga’on, and R’ Sherira Ga’on (Sichas Shabbos 
Parshas Acharei Kedoshim 5745, par. 24.). Furthermore, many passages in the Mishneh 
Torah are uncannily similar, if not word for word translations, of the Zohar (See 
ha-Rambam ve-ha-Zohar by Rabbi Reuvain Margolios, in Sinai issues 32 and 34; Likutei 
Sichos vol. 26, p. 116). There is also a view that Rambam became familiar with the 
Kabalah near the end of his life (See Migdal Oz to Laws of Foundations of the Torah 
ch. 1-2; Maharam Alshakar, responsa no. 117; Avodas ha-Kodesh 2:13; and see Shomer 
Emunim 1:13; Rabbi Moshe Botril, commentary to Sefer Yeztirah 4:3). 

However, none of Rambam’s works make any overt reference to the Kabalah. 
Evidently, Rambam wrote at a time where public discussion of the Kabalah, especially 
in works with a broad intended readership such as his own, was out of the question. 
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for a number of possible reasons: i.) In all likelihood, people were so 
drawn to Aristotle’s philosophy, both culturally and intellectually, that it 
was not an immediately realistic goal to wean them off it. ii.) The Kabalah 
had probably not been sufficiently formulated and developed to a point 
where it could be digested by the ordinary person.19 iii.) Perhaps no 
Jewish leader felt sufficiently authorized to publicize the Kabalah, despite 
the extenuating circumstances. 

Whatever the case, during this period an alternative path was trodden, 
that of generating a parallel Jewish philosophical literature. This would, on 
the one hand embrace the thought-system of the Arabic Aristotelians and 
the rational approach to life, but on the other hand, offer powerful argu-
ments against those conclusions that were at odds with Jewish belief. (The 
most famous and influential of these works was Rambam’s own Guide for 
the Perplexed).

Such a stance was, of course, highly apologetic.20 It meant that tradi-
tional Judaism was forced to embrace foreign elements and claim them to 
be its own. It also downgraded the spirituality of Judaism to intimate that 
truth is subject to ratification by the intellect. And the rabbis were forced 
to find logically palatable reasons for even the suprarational commands of 
the Torah out of fear that these precepts might otherwise be rejected by 
philosophically inclined Jews.20

Furthermore, in order to make it clear that Aristotle did not have some-
thing to offer that surpassed Judaism, Rambam argued that the Greeks had 
in fact based their ideas on the ancient philosophy of the Jewish Sages, 
which had since been lost. Rambam taught that the “Account of the 
Chariot” mentioned by the Mishnah—which Jews had heard of, but were 
unfamiliar with what it referred to—was essentially synonymous with the 
core ideas of Greek philosophy.21 In this way, Jews felt comfortable that by 
studying philosophy they were in fact immersing in a Jewish form of spiri-
tuality and not a secular one.

(Inevitably, such a path led to controversy. In French lands where 
Aristotle’s thought had not reached the masses, the Rabbinic leadership 
was horrified to discover an apologetic Torah literature which embraced 
rational philosophy as part of the Jewish tradition. These events have been 
chronicled elsewhere and there is no need to repeat them here.21*)
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19. This was, of course, one of the significant innovations of Chasidic thought, especially 
the Chabad school. See at length Communicating the Infinite by Naftali Loewenthal 
(Chicago University Press, 1990).

20. See Igros Kodesh vol. 7, p. 134; Sichah of Second Day of Shavuos 5743, par. 31-35, and 
Shabbos Parshas Naso ibid., par. 16-24.

21. Guide 1:71, 2:11; Commentary to the Mishnah, Chagigah, ibid.

21*. An extensive bibliography is found in: Rosner, Fred (trans.), Wars of the L–rd and the 
Maimonidean Controversy (Haifa: The Maimonides Research Institute, 2000). 
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It was amid this backdrop of events that the Thirteen Principles were 
composed. As a simple formulation, they were clearly aimed at familiariz-
ing the masses with basic philosophical truths.

Our attitude towards the Principles therefore depends, to some extent, 
on the way Jewish medieval philosophy is to be perceived now that it has 
outlived its immediate usefulness, several hundred years after Aristotelian 
thought lost much of its credibility in secular culture.

On the one hand, one might imagine that, being it is essentially a compro-
mise of pure Torah truth, texts such as the Guide have little validity nowa-
days. Now that the Kabalah has been revealed we know that the “Account 
of the Chariot” did not, after all, refer merely to rational philosophy but to 
our own esoteric tradition, what value is there in an apologetic text of 
yesteryear when the “apology” is no longer needed?

In truth, however, the Guide, together with all the Jewish works of rational 
philosophy, constitute genuine Torah literature for a number of reasons:

i.) They were composed by genuine Torah scholars who feared G–d and 
wrote their words under the guidance of Divine inspiration.22 Even if the 
immediate source of their subject material was secular, they only incorpo-
rated ideas that were not antithetical to Torah, and they sanctified these 
ideas by incorporating them into Torah literature.

ii.) More importantly, even from a Kabalistic perspective the conclu-
sions  reached by the philosophers were, in fact, true. While G–d intrinsi-
cally defies intellectual comprehension, the Kabalah teaches that there 
nevertheless exists a certain realm where G–d has emanated Divine attri-
butes which can be grasped, to some extent, by the mind. When the phi-
losophers rigorously applied logic to fathom truths about G–d, they suc-
ceeded in actually knowing G–d as He exists in this projected, emanated 
state.23 Thus we find that Kabalists and Chasidic Rebbes studied Jewish 
rationalist works, and even composed commentaries on them.24

22. See sources cited on p. 48.

23. See Tanya ch. 2, author’s note. Thus, the limitations ascribed to G–d by the 
philosophers as a result of their rational approach are in fact correct in the context of 
this contracted emanation (see Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 252. See also above p. 194).

24. Such as Sefer ha-Chakirah of the Tzemach Tzedek (Kehos Publication Society, revised 
edition 2003). Thus, the Rebbe was critical of those who did not perceive the Guide as 
a genuine work expressing Torah truths (Sichah of 20th of Teves 5745, par. 14; Sichas 
Shabbos Parshas Va’eira 5748, addendum to par. 6. See discussion in Kovetz Ha’aros 
u’Biurim Oholei Torah, issue 855, p. 82ff.) 

One apparently troubling feature of medieval Jewish philosophy is its lack of 
continuity with biblical and rabbinic Judaism, for the philosopher will often propose a 
rational interpretation which is totally unprecedented. However, it is noteworthy that 
this quality is not unique to philosophy and is also shared by the approach of peshat, 
the literal interpretation of scripture (see Succah 6b and Tosfos s.v. ve-Rebbi; Likutei 
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So, certainly, all the conclusions of Rambam’s Thirteen Principles, even 
those which are based on philosophy, are true from a Torah perspective. 
Furthermore, of all the different formulations which followed from the 
other medieval philosophers,25 it is Rambam’s that ultimately gained uni-
versal acceptance.26

Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind that there is more to Jewish 
theology than the Principles alone. Aside from the fact that they are in any 
case a relatively brief text, they speak from the somewhat limited view-
point of rational philosophy.  Since Rambam’s times, however, much tradi-
tional Jewish thought (rooted in Sinaitic revelation) has been uncovered in 
the works of Jewish mysticism, which frames the topics of G–d, Torah, 
reward etc., in a more profound and more traditional light. So while the 
Principles might act as a first base for any theological investigation,27 a 
thorough appreciation of these ideas requires study of a wider range of 
texts, especially the expansive treatment of the subject in Kabalah and 
Chasidus.28
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Sichos vol. 16, p. 529), i.e. it is acceptable for an interpretation of scripture at the level 
of peshat to be at odds with its traditional or halachic interpretation (for a number of 
examples see Torah Shlaimah by Rabbi Menachem Kasher, addendum to vol. 27, sec. 8).

25. In the centuries following the composition of the Principles, Jewish philosophers 
debated the meaning of the term “principles” and whether Rambam was correct in 
asserting that there are thirteen of them. Notable works in this field include Magen 
Avos by Rashbatz (Rabbi Shimon ben Tzemach of Duran, c. 1361-1441); Ohr Hashem by 
Rabbi Chisdai Crescas (1340-1410); Sefer ha-Ikarim of Rabbi Yosef Albo (1380-1444); 
Derech Emunah by Rabbi Avraham Bibago (d. c.1489) and Rosh Amanah of Rabbi Don 
Yitzchak Abarbanel (1437-1508).

26. See Sichas Acharon Shel Pesach 5722 (Sichos Kodesh 5722, p. 379). 

The popularity of the principles is evidenced by the fact that most editions of the 
prayerbook contain the Thirteen Principles in poetic form (Yigdal, by Daniel ben Yehudah 
of Rome, or perhaps Immanuel ben Shlomo of Rome, both 14th century), and as the Ani 
Ma’amin series of faith declarations, “I believe...” (authorship unknown. See Ha-Nusach 
ve-ha-Nikud be-Sidur Admor ha-Zaken by Rabbi Baruch Oberlander, ch. 7, in Ha-Siddur 
(Heichal Menachem Monsey, 2003), p. 232ff.) For an explanation as to why Yigdal and Ani 
Ma’amin were omitted from Arizal’s siddur, see Igros Kodesh vol. 12, pp. 18-19.

However, while Rambam’s thirteen-point definition did gain universal acceptance, the 
consensus of later authorities did not necessarily favor every detail expressed in 
Rambam’s formulation. For example, Rambam maintained that the ultimate perfection 
of mankind which will be enjoyed at the end of history, long after the resurrection, will 
be for souls without bodies, but the consensus of Ramban and the later authorities 
(and the position of Kabalah and Chasidus) is that the soul will endure in a body (see 
Igros Kodesh, vol. 1, p. 141). Likewise, Rambam’s assertion that the Messianic Era will 
not herald miraculous changes to the world order was rejected by latter authorities 
(See Sicha of Acharon Shel Pesach 5748, note 76).

27. See Igros Kodesh vol. 15, p. 377, where in response to the question “What beliefs are 
necessary for a person to have?” the Rebbe referred the person to the Thirteen 
Principles. 

28. See Igros Kodesh vol. 22, p. 34.





Abarbanel—Rabbi Don Yitzchak Abarbanel 
(1437-1508), famous Jewish philosopher 
and leader of Spanish Jewry. Authored 
an extensive, running commentary on 
the entire Bible and to parts of Rambam’s 
Guide for the Perplexed. See Rosh Ama-
nah.

Aifodi—Commentary to Rambam’s Guide for 
the Perplexed by Rabbi Yitzchak ha-Levi 
Duran (14th century).

Aimek ha-Melech—Kabalistic treatise by 
Rabbi Naftali Tzvi Bachrach (early 17th 
century), a student of the Arizal. 

Aitz Yosef—Commentary to Ein Ya’akov, the 
homiletic passages of the Talmud, and 
to Midrash alongside his Anaf Yosef and 
Yad Yosef, by Rabbi Chanoch Zundel of 
Bialystok (d. 1867).

Alshich—Rabbi Moshe Alshich (1508-1593?), 
Rabbi and preacher in Tzefas in the Land 
of Israel and author of a popular com-
mentary on the Bible.

Alter Rebbe—Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi 
(1745-1812), the first Rebbe and founder 
of the Chabad movement, author of the 
“Shulchan Aruch ha-Rav” and Tanya. See 
Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch, Tanya.

Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch—Major re-
codification of the Shulchan Aruch by 
Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi (the “Alter 
Rebbe”), author of the Tanya, which in-
cludes reasons for the laws. Also known 

as Shulchan Aruch ha-Rav. First section 
printed in Shklov in 1814.

Amudei Shaish—Compilation of sermons de-
livered in the year 1604 by Rabbi Shlomo 
Luntshitz (c.1550-1619), Rabbi of Prague, 
author of Kli Yakar.

Arba’ah Turei Even—Gloss to Rambam’s 
Mishneh Torah by Rabbi Elazar ben Shm-
uel Rokeach (d. 1742). Author of Ma’aseh 
Rokeach. Av Beis Din in Brod and in Am-
sterdam. Printed by his grandson in Lvov 
(1789). 

Arizal—Rabbi Yitzchak Luria (1534-1572), 
leading Kabalist who influenced the 
Kabalistic thought of subsequent genera-
tions. His teachings have been accepted 
as the final word on Kabalistic thought.

Asarah Ma’amaros—Ten Kabalistic treatises 
by Rabbi Menachem Azarya of Fano, 
Italian rabbi, Talmudist, and Kabalist 
(1548-1620), a disciple of the Rabbi 
Moshe Cordovero.

Asvan d’Oraisa—Highly original work which 
seeks to analyze the conceptual princi-
ples underlying Talmudic law, by Rabbi 
Yosef Engel (1859–1920) of Poland.

Avodas ha-Kodesh—Important Kabalistic 
treatise by Rabbi Meir Ibn Gabbai of 
Spain (1480-1543?).

Avos—See Pirkei Avos.
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Avudraham—Primary text of commentary 
to the prayers by Rabbi David ben Yosef 
Avudraham, l4th century, halachist and 
liturgist.

Ba’al ha-Turim—Commentary to the Torah 
by Rabbi Ya’akov Meir ben Asher (1268–
1340), author of the Tur, analyzing the 
significance of word usage.

Ba’al Shem Tov—Rabbi Yisra’el ben Eliezer 
(1698-1760), famed miracle-worker and 
founder of the Chasidic movement. His 
primary teachings were compiled by his 
students in the works Keser Shem Tov 
and Tzava’as ha-Rivash.

Bachaye—Rabbi Bachaye ben Asher (1263-
1340) of Saragosa, Spain. Author of a 
popular Torah commentary which incor-
porates literal, allegorical and Kabalistic 
interpretations, often cited in Chasidic 
discourses.

Bamidbar Rabah—The section of Midrash 
Rabah on the Book of Numbers. See 
Midrash Rabah.

Bamidbar—The Book of Numbers.

Bartenura—Rabeinu Ovadiah, Italy (1445–
1515), author of a classic commentary to 
the Mishnah, printed in most editions. 

Bava Basra—Talmudic tractate in Order of 
Nezikin (Damages).

Bava Kama—Talmudic tractate in Order of 
Nezikin (Damages).

Bava Metzia—Talmudic tractate in Order of 
Nezikin (Damages).

Beirach es Avraham—Sermons by Rabbi 
Avraham ben Chaim Palache (1809-1899), 
Chief Rabbi of Izmir, Turkey. 

Beis ha-Levi—Commentary and responsa 
by Yosef Dov Soloveitchik (1820–1892). 
Rabbi in Slutzk and Brisk and great-
grandson of Rabbi Chaim of Volozhin.

Beliefs and Opinions—See Emunos ve-De’os.

Bereishis Rabah—The section of Midrash 
Rabah on the Book of Genesis. See 
Midrash Rabah.

Bereishis—The Book of Genesis.

Biuray ha-Zohar—Chasidic commentary on 
the Zohar by Rabbi Dov Ber of Lubavitch 
(1773-1827) son and successor of Rabbi 
Shneur Zalman of Liadi (See Alter Reb-
be), also known as the “Mitteler Rebbe” 
(“Middle Rebbe”).

Book of Kuzari—See Kuzari.

Braisa of Thirty-Two Midos—An outline of 
thirty-two hermeneutic principles of To-
rah exegesis by Rabbi Eliezer the son of 
Rabbi Yosi ha-Gilili, a fourth generation 
Tanna. Some attribute it to Rabbi Yosi ha-
Gilili himself.

Chagigah—Talmudic tractate in Order of 
Mo’ed (Festivals).

Chasam Sofer—Rabbi Moshe Sofer Schreiber 
(1762-1839), Rabbi and Rosh Yeshiva in 
Hungary, and one of the most influential 
halachic authorities. His works include 
Toras Moshe on the Torah, gloss to the 
Talmud, gloss to the Shulchan Aruch and 
responsa.

Chavos Ya’ir—Compendium of responsa by 
Rabbi Ya’ir Chaim Bachrach (1639-1702), 
Rabbi in Worms, Germany, and a descen-
dant of Maharal. 

Chesed le-Avraham—Commentary to Ram-
bam’s introduction to Tractate Avos 
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(Shmoneh Perakim) by Rabbi Avraham 
ha-Levi Horowitz (born c. 1540), father 
of Rabbi Yeshayah Horowitz, author of 
Shaloh.

Chida—Rabbi Chaim Yosef David Azulai (1724-
1806), halachist, Kabalist, historian and 
bibliographer. Rabbi of Cairo, and later 
Livorno (Italy) and author of numerous 
works.

Chidushei ha-Griz—Commentary on the 
Bible, Talmud and Rambam by Rabbi 
Yitzchok Zev ben Chaim Soloveitchik 
(1886–1959). Commonly known as the 
“Brisker Rav.”

Chidushei ha-Radal—commentary to Midrash 
Rabah by Rabbi David Luria (1798-1855), 
a student of the Vilna Ga’on.

Chulin—Talmudic tractate in Order of 
Kodashim (Offerings).

Commentary to the Mishnah—First major 
work of Rambam, written in Judeo-Ara-
bic. Contains the original formulation of 
the Thirteen Principles of Faith. 

Devarim Rabah—The section of Midrash 
Rabah on the Book of Deuteronomy. See 
Midrash Rabah.

Devarim—The Book of Deuteronomy.

Divrei Yirmiyahu—Commentary to the Ram-
bam’s Mishneh Torah by Rabbi Yirmiya-
hu ben Bimyamin Ze’ev Lev (1811–1874), 
a prominent rabbi who served in Magen-
dorf, Germany and various communities 
in Hungary. First printed in 1875. 

Drashos Haran—Fundamental discourses 
by Rabbi Nissim of Gerona, Spain (14th 
century).

Emunos ve-De’os—Classic philosophical work 
written by Sa’adiah Ga’on, which dis-
cusses the basic foundations of Judaism. 
First published in Constantinople in 1562. 
See Sa’adiah Ga’on.

Guide for the Perplexed—Fundamental phil-
osophical treatise written by Rambam to 
reconcile Jewish beliefs with Aristotelian 
thought. See Rambam.

Gur Aryeh—Popular supercommentary to 
Rashi’s commentary on the Torah by 
the Maharal of Prague, Rabbi Yehudah 
Loewe, (1512-1609), Chief Rabbi in Mora-
via, Posen, and Prague. See Maharal.

Ha-Kesav ve-ha-Kabalah—Extensive com-
mentary to the Torah by Rabbi Yaakov 
Tzvi Mecklenberg (1785–1865), aimed at 
refuting the Haskalah movement by dem-
onstrating harmony between the written 
and oral traditions, by Rabbi in Kenigs-
berg, Germany, a student of Rabbi Akiva 
Eiger. 

Hadranim al ha-Rambam—Scholarly dis-
courses of the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi 
Menachem Mendel Schneersohn (1902-
1994), on the opening and concluding 
passages of the Mishneh Torah, delivered 
annually upon completing the study of 
the entire Mishneh Torah. Published by 
Va’ad Hanachos be-Lahak in 1992. 

Hagahos Maimonios—Commentary on the 
Mishneh Torah by Rabbi Meir ben Bo-
ruch ha-Kohen (c. 1215-1293), Maharam 
of Rottenberg, teacher of the Rosh and 
Mordechai.

Hayom Yom—Handbook of Chasidic insights 
following the calendar, compiled by the 
Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem 
Mendel Schneerson (1902-1994). First 
printed in 1942.
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Hemshech Ayin Beis—Fundamental Chasidic 
discourse of the Rebbe Rashab (Rabbi 
Shalom Dov Ber of Lubavitch, 1860-1920) 
delivered in installments from 1912-16. 
Published by Kehos Publication Society 
in 1977 (3 volumes).

Hemshech Samech Vav—Fundamental Chasid-
ic discourse of the Rebbe Rashab, Rabbi 
Shalom Dov Ber of Lubavitch (1860-
1920), delivered in installments from 
1905-08. Published by Kehos Publication 
Society in 1971.

Hisvaduyos—43 volumes of public talks of 
the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem 
Mendel Schneerson (1902-1994), deliv-
ered from 1981-1992, translated into 
Hebrew. Published by Va’ad Hanachos 
be-Lahak.

Ibn Ezra—R’ Avraham ibn Ezra (1080-1164). 
Born in Spain, he was the author of a 
classic commentary to Tanach, and was 
also a prominent grammarian and poet.

Igeres ha-Kodesh—Fourth part of Tanya 
comprised of letters written by the Alter 
Rebbe. See Tanya.

Igeres ha-Teshuvah—Third section of Tanya, 
discussing the concept of teshuvah 
according to Talmudic and Kabalistic 
sources. See Tanya.

Igros Kodesh—Private correspondence of 
the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem 
Mendel Schneerson (1902-1994), from 
1928-1973. Kehos Publication Society 
(1987-2006). 28 volumes.

Ikarim—“Book of Root-Principles.” Philo-
sophical treatise criticizing Rambam’s 
formulation of Thirteen Principles of Faith, 
arguing that there are only three funda-
mental aspects of Jewish belief—faith in 
G–d, Divine authorship of the Torah, and 

reward and punishment—by Rabbi Yosef 
Albo of Spain (1380-1444).

Kanfei Yonah—Kabalistic writings by Rabbi 
Menachem Azaryah da Fano, Italy (1548–
1620), a disciple of Rabbi Moshe Cordo-
vero.

Keren Orah—Commentary on the Talmud by 
Rabbi Yitzchak ben Aharon Meinkovski 
(19th century), Rabbi in Karlin, in pres-
ent-day Belarus.

Kesef Mishneh—Commentary to Rambam’s 
Mishneh Torah by Rabbi Yosef Caro 
(1488-1575), author of Shulchan Aruch.

Kesubos—Talmudic tractate in Order of 
Nashim (Women).

Kitzur Shulchan Aruch—“The Abbreviated 
Shulchan Aruch,” is an extremely popu-
lar summary of the more commonly ap-
plicable laws from the Shulchan Aruch 
by Rabbi Shlomo Ganzfried (1804–1886), 
chief Rabbi in Ungvar, Hungary.

Koheles Rabah—The section of Midrash Rabah 
on the Book of Koheles (Ecclesiastes). 
See Midrash Rabah.

Kol be-Ramah—Kabalistic commentary to 
Idra Rabah (Zohar), compiled from the 
teachings of Arizal by Rabbi Yaakov 
Tzemach (17th century), a disciple of 
Rabbi Chaim Vital. 

Kol ha-Ramaz—Commentary to the Mish-
nah by Rabbi Moshe Zacuto (1625-1698), 
Kabalist, halachist and Rabbi in Venice 
and Mantua, Italy. Studied for two years 
under Rabbi Binyamin ha-Levi, a student 
of Arizal. Wrote an authoritative com-
mentary to the Zohar.

Kovetz Shiurim—Lessons and notes on the 
Talmud by Rabbi Elchonon Bunim Was-
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serman (1875-1941), Talmudic scholar 
and Rosh Yeshivah who was brutally 
murdered by the Nazis.

Kuzari—Important work on Jewish philoso-
phy by Rabbi Yehuda Halevi (1074-1141) 
written in the form of a dialogue between 
the King of the Khazars and a Jewish 
scholar.

Lechem Mishnah—commentary to Ram-
bam’s Mishneh Torah by Rabbi Avraham 
ben Moshe de-Boton (c.1545-1588) which 
traces Rambam’s sources and attempts to 
resolve contradictions with the Talmud.

Letter to Yemen—Letter written by Rambam 
in 1172 to the Jews of Yemen who were 
suffering from a fanatical Muslim move-
ment that threatened the existence of 
their community.

Likutei Amarim—First section of R’ Shneur 
Zalman’s Tanya, containing advice for 
worshipping G–d. See Tanya.

Likutei Levi Yitzchak—Intricate commentary 
to the Zohar by Rabbi Levi Yitzchak 
Schneerson (1878-1944), Chief Rabbi 
of the Ukrainian city of Yekaterinoslav 
(Dnepropetrovsk) from 1907-1939, and 
father of the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi 
Menachem Mendel Schneerson (1902-
1994). First published in New York in 
1971.

Likutei Sichos—39-volume work of the 
Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem 
Mendel Schneerson (1902-1994), analyz-
ing all parts of the Torah in a highly origi-
nal manner, demonstrating their underly-
ing unity. Published by Va’ad Lehafatzas 
Sichos (Kehos) from 1962–2001.

Likutei Torah—Fundamental Chasidic dis-
courses on Leviticus, Numbers, and Deu-
teronomy by Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Li-

adi, author of Shulchan Aruch and Tanya. 
See Alter Rebbe. 

Ma’amarei Admor ha-Zaken—Chasidic dis-
courses of R’ Shneur Zalman of Liadi, the 
“Alter Rebbe,” author of Shulchan Aruch 
and Tanya. Published by Kehos Publica-
tion Society in 27 volumes (1958-2008). 
See Alter Rebbe.

Ma’marei Admor ha-Emtzoie—Chasidic dis-
courses of Rabbi Dov Ber of Lubavitch 
(1773-1827), the “Mitteler Rebbe.” Pub-
lished by Kehos Publication Society in 
19 volumes from 1985-1991. 

Mabit—Rabbi Moshe Trani (1500-1580), 
leader of the Beis Din of Tzefas after the 
passing of Rabbi Yosef Caro. Author of 
Kiryas Sefer, a commentary to Rambam’s 
Mishneh Torah.

Machasheves ha-Chasidus—Lessons in Cha-
sidic thought by Rabbi Yoel Kahan (b. 
1931), published by Aishel (Kfar Chabad, 
2001) in two volumes.

Maggid Mesharim—Diary of Rabbi Yosef 
Caro, author of Shulchan Aruch, record-
ing his discussions with an angelic men-
tor, over a period of fifty years.

Maharal—Rabbi Yehudah Loewe of Prague, 
(1526-1609). Chief Rabbi in Moravia, Pos-
en, and Prague, a direct descendent of 
King David. Author of numerous works 
in many fields of Torah. 

Maharam ibn Chaviv—Rabbi Moshe Ibn 
Chaviv (17th century), a student of Ma-
hari Chagiz and author of Get Pashut, on 
the laws of divorce. 

Maharatz Chayes—Rabbi Tzvi Hirsh Chayes, 
Rabbi of Zolkiev, Galicia (1805-1855), zeal-
ous defender of Orthodoxy and author of 
numerous systematic works on rabbinic 
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Judaism. His glosses to the Talmud are 
included in the standard Vilna edition. 

Maharsha—Moreinu ha-Rav Shlomo Eidels of 
Ostroh, Poland (1555-1632), Rosh Yeshi-
va and Rabbi in a number of the leading 
communities in Poland. Author of impor-
tant commentaries on the Talmud, divid-
ed into halachic and agadic sections.

Maharshal—Rabbi Shlomo ben Yechiel Luria 
(1510-1573), famed talmudist, author of 
Yam Shel Shlomo, Chochmas Shlomo, Ye-
rios Shlomo, and other important works.

Maharzu—Commentary to Midrash Rabah by 
Rabbi Ze’ev Wolf Einhorn (19th century). 
See Midrash Rabah.

Mareh ha-Panim—First comprehensive com-
mentary to the Jerusalem Talmud, by 
Rabbi Moshe Margolis (c. 1710-1781), 
Rabbi in several communities in Lithuania 
and teacher of the Vilna Ga’on.

Me-Otzar ha-Melech—An anthology of brief, 
handwritten responses on a wide vari-
ety of topics, by the Lubavitcher Rebbe, 
Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson 
(1902-1994). Published by Beis Moshiach 
in 2005.

Mechilta—Halachic Midrash of the Tannaic 
period to the Book of Exodus.

Megaleh Amukos—252 explanations of 
Moshe’s Prayer in Parshas Va’eschanan 
and 1,000 explanations on the small alef 
in the first word Vayikra, according to 
Kabalah, by Rabbi Noson Noteh Shapiro. 
First printed in Cracow in 1637.

Megilah—Talmudic tractate in Order of Mo’ed 
(Festivals).

Meiri—Extensive commentary to the Talmud 
by Rabbi Menachem HaMeiri (c. 1249–c. 
1306).

Menachos—Talmudic tractate in Order of 
Kodashim (Offerings).

Midrash Mishlei—Agadic teachings of the 
Sages arranged according to the verses 
of the book of Mishlei (Proverbs).

Midrash Rabah—A major collection of homi-
lies and commentaries on the Torah, 
ascribed to Rabbi Oshiah Rabah (c. 3rd 
century), perhaps assembled during the 
early Geonic period. First printed in Con-
stantinople 1512.

Midrash Shmuel—Commentary on Pirkei 
Avos by Rabbi Shmuel Ozidah (16th cen-
tury), of Tzefas. See Pirkei Avos.

Midrash Tanchuma—Agadic Midrash on 
the Torah by Rabbi Tanchuma bar Abba 
(4th cent.).

Midrash Tehilim—Agadic teachings of the 
Sages arranged according to the verses 
of the book of Psalms. Also known as Mi-
drash Shocher Tov. 

Mikdash Melech—Commentary to the Zohar 
by the Rabbi Shalom Buzaglio (c.1700-
1780), Rabbi in Marrakech, Morocco and 
later London.

Minchas Chinuch—Scholarly supercommen-
tary to Sefer ha-Chinuch by Rabbi Yosef 
Babad (1800-1875), Rabbi of Tarnipol, 
Poland.

Mishnah—Fundamental collection of the le-
gal pronouncements and discussion of 
the Tanna’im, compiled by Rabbi Yehu-
dah ha-Nassi early in the third century. 
The Mishnah is the basic text of the Oral 
Law.
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Mishneh Torah—Fourteen volume halachic 
code by Rambam (Maimonides) encom-
passing all the laws found in the Talmud. 
(See Rambam).

Mitteler Rebbe—See Biuray ha-Zohar, 
Ma’amarei Admor ha-Emtzoie, Sha’arei 
Teshuvah.

Mizrachi—Exhaustive supercommentary to 
Rashi’s commentary on the Torah by 
Rabbi Eliyahu Mizrachi (1450-1525) of 
Constantinople, Chief Rabbi of the Turk-
ish Empire.

Moreh Nevuchim—See Guide for the Per-
plexed.

Nesivos ha-Mishpat—Halachic commentary 
on Choshen Mishpat, the fourth and last 
section of Shulchan Aruch, by Rabbi 
Ya’akov Lorberbaum (1760-1832). 

Noda bi-Yehuda—See Tzlach.

Ohr ha-Torah—Extensive exposition of Chabad 
Chasidic thought by the third Lubavitch-
er Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel, the 
Tzemach Tzedek (1789-1866). Printed in 
New York, 1951–1983, in 48 volumes.

Ohr Hashem—Important work of Jewish phi-
losophy, critical of Aristotelian thought, 
by Rabbi Chisdai Crescas of Spain (1340-
1410).

Ohr Torah—Anthology of Chasidic commen-
taries by Rabbi Dovber, the Maggid of 
Mezritch (d. 1773). First published in Ko-
retz in 1781.

Ohr Yekaros—Commentary to the Torah by 
Rabbi Yosef Binyamin Zev Wolf, a de-
scendant of the Bach, published in 1735.

Orach Chayim—First of the four sections of 
the Tur and Shulchan Aruch, dealing with 
laws that follow a time cycle.

Orchos Tzadikim—Treatise on Jewish eth-
ics attributed by some to Rabeinu Yonah 
Gerondi (c. 1180-1263) author of Sha’arei 
Teshuvah. Others attribute it to an un-
known author as late as the 15th cen-
tury.

Otzar Midrashim—An anthology of two hun-
dred minor Midrashim, edited with in-
troductions and notes by Rabbi Yehuda 
David Eisenstein (New York, 1915). 

Otzar Nechmad—Commentary to the Ku-
zari by Rabbi Yisrael ha-levi Zamushitz 
(1700–1777), author of halachic respon-
sa, commentaries to Talmud, and other 
philosophical works. See Kuzari.

Pardes ha-Rimonim—A systematic exposi-
tion of the entire spectrum of Kabalistic 
thought which preceded it, resolving 
many contradictions and unanswered 
questions, by Rabbi Moshe Cordovero. 
See Ramak.

Perush—Anonymous commentary to the first 
four chapters of Rambam’s Laws of Foun-
dations of the Torah. Attributed by some 
to Ritva. See Ritva.

Pesachim—Tractate of Talmud in the Order 
of Mo’ed (Festivals).

Pirkei Avos—Tractate of Mishnah in Order of 
Nezikin (damages) devoted to the ethi-
cal teachings of the Sages. 

Pirkei de-Rabbi Eliezer—Midrashic work by 
the school of Eliezer ben Hyrcanus (c. 
100). First published in Constantinople 
in 1514.
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Pri Etz Chaim—Kabalistic work of Arizal writ-
ten by his student Rabbi Chaim Vital. See 
Arizal.

R’ Reuven Margolies—(1889–1971) was well 
versed in all aspects of the written Bible, 
Oral Law and Kabalah. Author of over 
55 books on various Jewish topics, dis-
playing originality in thought, and a wide 
range of knowledge. His works include 
The Rambam and the Zohar, demonstrat-
ing correlations between the Mishnah To-
rah and the Zohar. 

R’ Shneur Zalman—See Alter Rebbe

R’ Yehudah ha-Chasid—(1150–1217) Rosh 
Yeshivah in Regensburg, Germany. Au-
thor of a Sefer Chasidim, a classic work 
of ethical and halachic instruction.

Ra’avad—Rabbi Avraham ben David of Pos-
quieres (c.1120–c.1197), talmudist, hala-
chist, and Kabalist. Author of critical 
notes on Rambam’s Mishneh Torah and 
numerous other works.

Rabbi Chaim of Brisk—Rabbi Chaim ben 
Yosef Dov Soloveitchik (1853-1918), Rosh 
Yeshiva in Volozhin who later succeeded 
his father as Rabbi in Brisk. Developed a 
popular, conceptual approach to Talmu-
dic studies.

Rabeinu Tam—Rabbi Yaakov ben Meir (1100-
1171), whose Talmudic discourses served 
as the basis for the Tosfos commentary to 
the Talmud. He often challenged Rashi’s 
interpretations, offering original and bril-
liant insights. Rabeinu Tam was also a 
successful wine merchant and financier.

Radak—Rabbi David Kimchi of Provence 
(1160-1235), leading Bible commentator 
and author of grammatical works.

Radvaz—Rabbi David ibn Zimra (c.1480– 
1573), Chief Rabbi of Egypt. Authored a 
commentary to Rambam’s Mishneh To-
rah and extensive responsa. 

Ralbag—“Gersonides,” acronym for Rabbi 
Levi ben Gershom (1288–1344). Author 
of rationalistic commentary to the Bible.

Ramak—Rabbi Moshe Cordovero, preeminent 
Kabalist of 16th century Tzefas. Student 
of Rabbi Yosef Caro. Author of numerous 
works, including Pardes Rimonim. See 
Pardes Rimonim.

Rambam—“Maimonides,” Rabbi Moshe ben 
Maimon (1135-1204), halachist, philo-
sopher and leading Torah scholar of the 
Middle Ages. His major works are: Sefer 
ha-Mitzvos (Book of Command ments), 
Commentary to the Mishnah; Mishneh To-
rah (Yad ha-Chazakah), a comprehensive 
code of Jewish law, and Moreh Nevuchim, 
“Guide for the Perplexed,” a primary 
work of Jewish philosophy.

Ramban—“Nachmanides,” Rabbi Moshe ben 
Nachman of Gerona, Spain (1194-1270), 
one of the leading Torah scholars of the 
Middle Ages. Author of an important 
commentary to the Torah and numerous 
other works.

Ran—Rabbenu Nissim (1308-1376). Authored 
an important commentary to the Talmud, 
published in most major editions.

Rashab— Rabbi Sholom Dovber Schneerson 
of Lubavitch (1860-1920), grandson of 
the Tzemach Tzedek and fifth Rebbe in 
the Chabad dynasty. See Hemshech Ayin 
Beis, Hemshech Samech Vav.

Rashba—Rabbi Shlomo ibn Aderes, Rabbi 
of Barcelona, known for his Talmudic 
commentary and many responsa (1235-
1310).
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Rashbatz—Rabbi Shimon ben Tzemach of 
Duran (c. 1361-1441). Left Spain in the 
aftermath of the 1391 massacres and 
moved to Algiers, where he later became 
Chief Rabbi. Author of the halachic trea-
tise Tashbetz, and Magen Avos on Pirkei 
Avos. 

Rashi—Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki (1040-1105), 
author of fundamental commentary to 
the Bible and Talmud. 

Recanti—Rabbi Menachem ben Binyamin 
Recanti (13th century), of Italy. Author 
of commentaries on the Torah and the 
Siddur, and Kabalistic works on the deep-
er meanings of the commandments. 

Rema—Rabbi Moshe Isserles (1530-1572), 
Rav and Rosh Yeshiva of Cracow. Author 
of many works including annotations 
to Rabbi Yosef Caro’s Shulchan Aruch, 
which transformed this predominantly 
Sefardic work into a universal Code of 
Jewish Law.

Ritva—Rabbi Yom Tov Ibn Isvili (1248-1330), 
important Talmudic commentator and 
halachist.

Rogatchover Ga’on—See Tzafnas Pane’ach.

Rosh Amanah—Systematic defense of Ram-
bam’s codification of the Thirteen Prin-
ciples of Faith from his critics, by Rabbi 
Don Yitzchak Abarbanel. See Abarbanel.

Rosh Hashanah—Talmudic tractate in Order 
of Mo’ed (Festivals).

Sa’adia Ga’on—(882-942) Author of works in 
many areas of Torah, including the philo-
sophical work, Emunos ve-Deos. See Emu-
nos ve-Deos.

Sanhedrin—Tractate of Talmud in Order of 
Nezikin (Damages).

Sdei Chemed—Multi-volume halachic ency-
clopedia by Rabbi Chaim Chizkiyahu 
Medini (1832-1904), Rav of Karasubazar 
in Crimea, Russia, and later Chief Rabbi 
of Chevron in the Land of Israel. Revised 
edition by the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi 
Menachem M. Schneerson, New York, 
(Kehos Publication Society, 1949-1953).

Seder ha-Doros—A chronology of events and 
personalities from creation until 1696, 
based on Rabbinic sources, by Rabbi 
Yechiel Heilprin (1660-1746) Lithuanian 
rabbi, Kabalist, and chronicler. First pub-
lished in 1769. 

Seder Mishneh—Commentary to Rambam’s 
Mishneh Torah by Rabbi Binyomin Ze’ev 
Wolf Boskowitz (c1740–1818) of Hun-
gary. 

Sefer Charedim—by Rabbi Elazar ben Morde-
chai Azkari (1531–1600), a Kabalist and 
great expounder of the Torah. Author of 
the Yedid Nefesh prayer.

Sefer ha-Chakira—Philosophically orien-
tated writings Rabbi Menachem Mendel 
of Lubavitch (1789-1866), first printed in 
Paltova, Ukraine in 1912. Also known as 
Derech Emunah. See Tzemach Tzedek.

Sefer ha-Chinuch—Compendium of basic 
explanations on the 613 mitzvos by an 
unknown Spanish author among the Ris-
honim of the 13th century.

Sefer ha-Ikarim—See Ikarim.

Sefer ha-Ma’amarim Melukat—Chasidic dis-
courses of the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi 
Menachem Mendel Schneerson, in six 
volumes, published by Vaad le-Hafatzas 
Sichos (Kehos), 1987–1992.
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Sefer ha-Mitzvos—Codification of the com-
mandments and their basic sources by 
Rambam. See Rambam.

Sefer ha-Sichos—Public addresses of the 
Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem 
Mendel Schneerson, from the years 
1986-1992, published by Vaad le-Hafatzas 
Sichos (Kehos) in 12 volumes.

Sefer ha-Yashar—Responsa and novellae on 
the Talmud by Rabbi Ya’akov ben Meir 
Tam (c. 1100-1171), Tosafist and grand-
son of Rashi.

Sha’ar ha-Yichud ve-ha-Emunah—Second 
section of R’ Shneur Zalman’s Tanya, dis-
cussing the unity of G–d. See Tanya.

Sha’arei Kedushah—Kabalistic work of 
Arizal, compiled by his student Rabbi 
Chaim Vital. See Arizal.

Sha’arei Teshuvah—Chasidic discourses by 
Rabbi Dov Ber of Lubavitch (1773-1827). 
First published in Zhitomir in 1864. 

Shabbos—Talmudic tractate in Order of 
Mo’ed (Festivals).

Shaloh—Shenei Luchos Habris (“The Two 
Tablets of the Covenant”), an encyclo-
pedic compilation of ritual, ethics, and 
mysticism by Rabbi Yeshayah Hurwitz 
(1560-1630). 

Shem Tov—Commentary to Rambam’s Guide 
for the Perplexed by R’ Shem Tov ibn 
Shem Tov (15th century). 

Shemoneh Perakim—Philosophical treatise 
of Rambam, discussing the ills and cures 
of man’s soul, prophecy, reward and 
punishment, free will, and the rule of the 
“golden mean.” 

Shemos Rabah—The section of Midrash Ra-
bah on the Book of Exodus. See Midrash 
Rabah.

Shemos—The Book of Exodus.

Sherira Ga’on—Rabbi Sherira bar Chanina 
(906-1006CE), Talmudist, halachist and 
Kabalist. Head of Talmudic academy in 
Babylonia, who provided authoritative 
answers about Jewish law to world Jew-
ry. Many of his rulings became a source 
of normative Jewish practice.

Shiurim be-Sefer ha-Tanya—The Tanya of 
Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi elucidated 
by Rabbi Yosef Wineberg. (Kehos Publi-
cation Society, 1980-1986, in 4 volumes). 
See Tanya.

Shiurim le–Zecher Aba Mari—Scholarly 
lectures delivered by Rabbi Yosef Ber 
Solveitchik (1903-1993), Rosh Yeshiva 
of Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological 
Seminary, New York. 

Shulchan Aruch—Universally accepted Code 
of Jewish Law encompassing all areas of 
practical halachah, by Rabbi Yosef Caro 
(1488-1575).

Sichos Kodesh—50 volumes of public ad-
dresses by the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi 
Menachem Mendel Schneerson, deliv-
ered 1950-1981 in Yiddish. Published in 
1985-7.

Siddur—Set order of daily prayers, including 
core passages composed by the Bibli-
cal prophets and Sages of the Second 
Temple era to which later texts were ap-
pended.

Ta’anis—Talmudic tractate in Order of Mo’ed 
(Festivals).
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Talmud—Comprehensive term for the 
Mishnah and Gemara as joined in the 
two compilations known as Babylonian 
Talmud (6th century) and Jerusalem 
Talmud (5th century).

Tanna de-bei Eliyahu—A Midrash consisting 
of two parts, whose final redaction took 
place at the end of the tenth century. 
The first part is called Seder Eliyahu 
Rabah (31 chapters); the second, Seder 
Eliyahu Zuta (15 chapters). 

Tanya—Primary Chasidic text authored by 
Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi. (See Alter 
Rebbe).

Torah Ohr—Fundamental Chasidic discourses 
on Genesis and Exodus by Rabbi Shneur 
Zalman of Liadi. See Alter Rebbe.

Toras Chaim—Chasidic discourses on 
Genesis and Exodus, Rabbi Dov Ber of 
Lubavitch, the “Mitteler Rebbe,” son 
and successor of R’ Shneur Zalman as 
the leader of Chabad. First printed in 
Warsaw, 1866.

Toras Shmuel—Chasidic discourses of Rabbi 
Shmuel of Lubavitch (1834-1882), the 
Rebbe Maharash. Published by Kehos 
Publication Society, 1945–2007, in 16 vol-
umes.

Tosfos Chadashim— A compilation of com-
mentaries to the Mishnah from authors 
of the 17th and 18th centuries. 

Tosfos Yeshanim—Talmudic commentary by 
the early Tosafists, much of which was 
published by Yosef ben Wolf ha-Levi in 
Sugyos ha-Shas (Berlin, 1736), and was 
later incorporated into the standard Vil-
na edition of the Talmud.

Tosfos Yom Tov—Major commentary to the 
Mishnah by Rabbi Yom-Tov Lipman 

Heller (1579-1654), Chief Rabbi of Prague 
and later Rabbi in Crakow.

Tosfos—Talmudic commentary of the French, 
German and English rabbis of the 12th 
and 13th centuries.

Turei Even—See Arba’ah Turei Even.

Tzafnas Pane’ach—Highly original commen-
tary to Rambam’s Mishneh Torah by Rab-
bi Yosef Rosen, Chief Rabbi of Dvinsk, 
known as the Rogatchover Gaon (1858-
1936). He also authored Responsa and a 
commentary on the Torah by the same 
name. 

Tzemach Tzedek—Rabbi Menachem Mendel 
Schneerson of Lubavitch (1789-1866), 
commonly known as Tzemach Tzedek 
after the name of his halachic responsa. 
A grandson of the Alter Rebbe, he suc-
ceeded his father-in-law, the Mitteler 
Rebbe, as third Rebbe of the Chabad dy-
nasty. 

Tzlach—commentary on Talmud by Rabbi 
Yechezkel Landau (1713-1793), rabbi in 
Prague and one of the foremost halachic 
authorities. Commonly known after his 
responsa Noda bi-Yehuda. 

Tzur Teuda—Ethical essays by Rabbi Moshe 
Aharon Alufin, Rabbi in Lapitch. Printed 
in Warsaw 1879.

Urim ve-Tumim—Halachic commentary on 
Choshen Mishpat, the fourth and last 
section of the Shulchan Aruch, by Rabbi 
Yonason Eybeschutz (1690-1764), Rabbi 
in Prague, and later in Altona, Hamburg 
and Wandsbek. His other works include 
Ya’aros Devash (sermons), K’reisi u-Pleisi 
on Shulchan Aruch, and Shem Olam on 
Kabalah.
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Vayikra Rabah—The section of Midrash 
Rabah on the Book of Leviticus. See 
Midrash Rabah.

Vayikra—The Book of Leviticus

Vilna Ga’on—R’ Eliyahu ben Shlomo of Vilna 
(1720-1797) Lithuanian Talmudist, Kaba-
list, grammarian, and mathematician.

Ya’aros Devash—See Urim ve-Tumim.

Yad Malachi—Compendium of rules and prin-
ciples on which various major rabbinic 
texts are based, by Rabbi Malachi ben 
Yaakov ha-Kohen. Published in 1767.

Yalkut Shimoni—Comprehensive Midrashic 
anthology, covering the entire Bible, at-
tributed to Rabbi Shimon ha-Darshan of 
Frankfurt (13th century).

Yedei Moshe—Commentary to Midrash Rabah 
by R’ Ya’akov Moshe Ashkenazi (17th 
century). 

Yefey To’ar—Major commentary to Midrash 
Rabah, by R’ Shmuel Yaffa-Ashkenazi, 
Rabbi in Constantinople, 16th century.

Yom Tov Shel Rosh Hashanah 5666—See 
Hemshech Samech Vav.

Yoma—Tractate of Talmud in the Order of 
Mo’ed (Festivals).

Yoreh De’ah—Second of the four sections of 
the Tur and Shulchan Aruch, dealing with 
laws of kashrus and purity.

Zohar Chadash—Addendum to the Zohar, 
first printed in Saloniki in 1597.

Zohar—Primary text of Kabalah, compiled 
by Rabbi Shimon ben Yochai and his 
disciples in the form of a commentary 
on the Torah. First published in the late 
13th century by Rabbi Moshe de Leon 
(c.1250–1305), in Spain.
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Y i g d a l

The Thirteen
Principles of Faith* 

Exalted be the Living G–d and praised, 
He exists—unbounded by time is His 
existence.

He is One—and there is no unity like 
His Oneness—inscrutable and infinite 
is His Oneness.

He has no semblance of a body nor is 
He corporeal—nor has His holiness 
any comparison.

He preceded every being that was cre-
ated—the First, and nothing precedes 
His precedence.

Behold! He is Master of the universe to 
every creature—he demonstrates His 
greatness and His sovereignty.

He granted His flow of prophecy—to 
His treasured, splendid people.

ח.  ַבּ ַתּ ל ֱאלִֹהים ַחי ְוִיְשׁ ִיְגַדּ
ִנְמָצא ְוֵאין ֵעת ֶאל ְמִציאּותֹו.

ִיחּודֹו.  ֶאָחד ְוֵאין ָיִחיד ְכּ
ֶנְעָלם ְוַגם ֵאין סֹוף ְלַאְחּדּותֹו.

מּות ַהּגּוף ְוֵאינֹו גּוף.  ֵאין לֹו ְדּ
תֹו. לֹא ַנֲערֹוְך ֵאָליו ְקֻדָשּ

ר ִנְבָרא.  ָבר ֲאֶשׁ ַקְדמֹון ְלָכל ָדּ
יתֹו. ית ְלֵראִשׁ ִראׁשֹון ְוֵאין ֵראִשׁ

ִהּנֹו ֲאדֹון עֹוָלם ְלָכל )ְוָכל( נֹוָצר. 
תֹו ּוַמְלכּותֹו. ֻדָלּ יֹוֶרה ְגּ

ַפע ְנבּוָאתֹו ְנָתנֹו.  ֶשׁ
תֹו ְוִתְפַאְרּתֹו. י ְסֻגָלּ ֶאל ַאְנֵשׁ

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

*This text is a hymn based on Rambam’s Thirteen Principles and sung at the conclusion 

of Shabbos and holiday evening services. Ashkenazim also recite it before the daily 

morning service. It is not found in the prayer rites of the Lurianic Kabalists or the 

Chasidim. Most attribute it to Rabbi Daniel ben Yehuda of Italy (c. 14th century), while 

some claim it was composed by Rabbi Yechiel ben Baruch (c. 14th century) of Rome. 

Rabbi Ya’akov Emden (18th century) attributed it to the Rambam, but this opinion has 

been highly questioned.
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In Israel, none like Moshe arose 
again—a prophet who perceived His 
vision clearly.

G–d gave His people a Torah of truth—
by means of His prophet, the most 
trusted of His household.

G–d will never amend or exchange 
His law—for any other one, for all 
eternity.

He scrutinizes and knows our hidden-
most secrets—He perceives a matter’s 
outcome at its inception.

He recompenses man with kindness 
according to his deed—He brings mis-
fortune to the wicked according to his 
wickedness.

By the End of Days He will send our 
Mashiach—to redeem those longing 
for His final salvation.

G–d will revive the dead in His abun-
dant kindness—blessed forever is His 
praised Name.

ה עֹוד.  מֶשׁ ָרֵאל ְכּ ִיְשׂ לֹא ָקם ְבּ
מּוָנתֹו. יט ֶאת ְתּ ָנִביא ּוַמִבּ

ּתֹוַרת ֱאֶמת ָנַתן ְלַעּמֹו ֵאל.      
יתֹו. ַעל ַיד ְנִביאֹו ֶנֱאַמן ֵבּ

תֹו.  לֹא ַיֲחִליף ָהֵאל ְולֹא ָיִמיר ָדּ
ְלעֹוָלִמים ְלזּוָלתֹו.

צֹוֶפה ְויֹוֵדַע ְסָתֵרינּו.           
ַקְדָמתֹו. ָבר ְבּ יט ְלסֹוף ָדּ ַמִבּ

ִמְפָעלֹו.      ּגֹוֵמל ְלִאיׁש ֶחֶסד ְכּ
ָעתֹו. ִרְשׁ ע ָרע ְכּ ן ְלָרָשׁ ִיֵתּ

יֵחנּו.      ַלח ְלֵקץ ָיִמין ְמִשׁ ִיְשׁ
י ֵקץ ְיׁשּוָעתֹו. ִלְפּדֹות ְמַחֵכּ

ֹרב ַחְסּדֹו.      ֵמִתים ְיַחֶיּה ֵאל ְבּ
תֹו. ִהָלּ ם ְתּ רּוְך ֲעֵדי ַעד ֵשׁ ָבּ
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Abarbanel
   on Guide for the Perplexed  49, 70, 180, 229
   on Kings  80
Abba, Rabbi, Talmudic sage  165–166
Abomination  134, 136
Abraham. See Avraham
Absolute truths  83
Accuracy  172, 213
Achimelech, son of Achitov  156
Achish, King of Gath  169
Acquired recognition  74–77
Action  48. See also translating,

role in prophecy  94–95, 98
sensible and intelligent  135
with simplicity and innocence  136

Active Intellect  6, 13, 55, 228
Activism  48
Adam, the first man  74, 106, 250

saw across the globe  212
Admonition  95
Adulthood  85
Advertising, prophetic status for public benefit  

146, 157–163. See also Apron
Advice  209
Agadah (homiletic teachings)  230
Agag, King of Amalek  86
Agony  86
Aharon, the High Priest  297
Aifodi  269
Aitz Yosef  203
Akiva, Rabbi, Talmudic sage  121, 173
Alef-beis (Hebrew alphabet)  48. See also   

Twenty-two letters
Allegory  12, 20, 21, 128, 228. See also Riddle
Almighty, the. See G–d
Altar (Mizbei’ach), the Temple’s  299
Alter Rebbe  172, 194, 207, 212. See also         

Shulchan Aruch Admur ha-Zakein
   Likutei Torah  226, 240
   Ma’amarei Admor ha-Zaken  210
   Short Discourses  93

   Torah Ohr  227
Amalek  32, 34, 36, 85–86. See also Haman
   elimination of  85–86
America  195
Amos
   Book of  101, 187, 263
   the prophet  101, 187
Analogy  87, 227

prophetic  95
Analysis  81–82
Angels  21, 60, 82, 169, 210, 228, 235

advocating  209
created via Torah study  200, 209–210
created via fulfilling commandments  200, 

209–210
debate with Moshe.  248–249
descriptions of  61
G–d’s heavenly entourage  24
Gavriel, angel of dreams  203
mentor-angel  200. See Revelation, Gilui ha-

Maggid
revelation of  200
role in dreams  203

Anger  179
Annihilation  86
Antecedent  84
Anthropocentric  76
Anthropomorphic terms, in Torah  108
Antiochus IV Epiphanes                                        

(Syrian-Greek Emperor)  35
Anti-Semitism  35, 86, 195, 197. See also Exile; 

Persecution
Apathy  195
Appearance  162
Apprenticeship  52
Apron  290

eighty-five priests wearing linen aprons  
156–160

linen a. of priests and prophets  146–148, 
155

Arama, Rabbi David  231

Index
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Aram, country/empire  95
Aries  290
Arizal (Rabbi Yitzchak Luria, Kabalist)  117, 

207, 208, 236. See also Sha’ar Ru’ach             
ha-kodesh; Sha’arei Kedushah

Ark (Aron), of the Covenant; of the Testimony; 
of G–d; the Holy  142, 149, 298–300

absence of  150
called “G–d’s Presence”  153
channel for prophetic spirit  151
role in prophecy  149
transporting  159–160

Army, the Jewish  159
Arrogance  54, 56, 186
Articulation  205, 285

power of  97–104
Asceticism  210, 211
Ashkenazi, Rabbi Yitzchak (Kabalist)  121
Asiyah (World of Action)  210
Astrology  290, 295. See also Fortune Telling
Atoms  84
Atonement  293–298. See also Forgiveness
Attire. See Garments; Apron
Attitude  209

to study  209
Attributes

Divine  109. See Sefiros
of the soul. See Kindness; Knowledge;        

Understanding; Royalty; Severity; 
Wisdom

Atzilus (World of Emanation)  210
Audience, role in prophecy  98
Authenticity, of a prophet  92–93, 103
Autonomy  176
Averting a decree  111. See also Repentance
Avodas ha-Kodesh  6, 22, 150
Avraham (Abraham), the patriarch  21, 99, 231, 

240, 245, 270
circumcised at age nighty-nine  193
path of  182

Avtalyon, Talmudic sage  63–64
Awakening  183
Ba’al. See Idolatry
Ba’al ha-Turim  203
Ba’al Shem Tov, Reb Yisrael, founder of         

Chassidism  96, 172, 206, 207, 212
Babylonia  95, 165–166
Bachaye, Rabbeinu  116, 206

Backsliding  206
Barbarism  86
Bartenura, Rabbeinu  Ovadia  209
Baruch, son of Neriah, companion of Yirmiyahu  

48, 95
Bas-Kol. See Voice
Beauty  162
Behavior  85, 91–94, 96–104, 184
Beis ha-Levi  61
Beis ha-Mikdash. See Temple
Belief. See also Faith

in G–d  182–188
in the Biblical miracles  141

Benevolence  100
Biblical Era, revelation during  186–188
Bilam, son of Be’or, gentile prophet

comparable to Moshe  269, 271
Birth  76
Blessings  251

recited daily over Torah  251
Body

of prophets  12, 64
purifying  199

Book of Knowledge (Rambam)  277
Bow and arrow, use in prophetic action  95
Bowing, to G–d  183
Breastplate (Choshen), the High Priest’s  122, 

132, 141, 157–163, 289–292
Briah (World of Creation)  203
Calamity

averted by repentance  91–94
foretold  91–94

Candies  48
Capital punishment  32
Captivity  111
Care, with speech  96
Cause and effect  80, 196
Celestial intellects  81
Chagai (Haggai), the prophet  150, 171–174, 181, 

202
Chain of Emanation  108, 127. See Emanation
Challenge  195

rising to  197–198
Chanan, son of R. Chisda, Rav, Talmudic sage  

165
Character Refinement, Laws of  52, 53, 56
Chariot, heavenly  7, 22, 23–27, 119, 125. 

See Yechezkel; See Yeshayah
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ascending to heaven in  207
two, lower and higher  25–26

Charity  214
Charlatan  266. See Fortune Telling
Chasidic teachings  87, 96, 97
Cherubs (Cheruvim)  150, 151
Cheruvim. See Ark; Cherubs
Chesed. See Kindness
Chesed le-Avraham  43
Chidushei Agados (Maharal)  242
Chidushei Agados (Maharshah)  54, 63
Chidushei ha-Griz  192
Children, trained to crave spiritual revelation  

193
Chilkiyahu (Hilkiah), the High Priest  111
Chiya, Rav, Talmudic sage  166
Chizkiyahu, King of Judah  91
Chizkuni  137
Choraiv, Mount  174
Chronicles (Divrei Ha-Yamim), Book of  46, 97, 

115
Chuldah (Huldah), the prophetess  111
Chumash. See Torah
Circumcision  207–208, 231, 240, 245
Cleanliness  46
Cloud  123

pillar of  119
Code of Jewish Law. See Shulchan Aruch
Collapsing, during prophecy. See Prophets
Comfort  195
Commandment  32, 63, 196–198. See also 

Commandments; Circumcision; 
Prohibition; Ten Commandments

of circumcision. See circumcision
the first two  34
the monetary laws  245
to act sensibly and intelligently  135
to act with simplicity and innocence  136
to believe in the prophets  256
to emulate G–d  277
to eradicate Amalek  32, 34, 36, 85–86
to fear G–d  277. See also Love
to honor parents  245, 248
to know G–d  281
to love G–d  277. See also Love
to obey the prophets  171
to observe Shabbos  245, 248.                      

See also Shabbos

to remember Amalek’s attack  86
to sanctify G–d’s Name  277
to trust G–d and avoid Fortune Tellers  133
to wear Tzitzis. See Tzitzis

Commandments
angels formed via fulfilling  200, 209–210
as a form of prophecy  265–267
described as “wisdom”  283
eternity of  266
involving thought, speech, action  283
meaningful observance  282
observance during exile  197–198
observance of  46, 121, 199
rationale for  260
six hundred and thirteen  46, 133, 137, 240
sanctification of the world  196
use of physical objects  196
violation of  29–30

Commitment  35, 197–198
Communion, with G–d. See Prophecy
Community  51, 162
Compassion  86, 111

women are more compassionate  111
Compatibility, of prophecy with its audience  

101, 102
Complexity  63
Computers  85–86
Concealment  194
   Divine  180
Concentration  67, 110, 200
Confusion  183
Connection

with G–d  48
Consciousness  73, 75
Consequences. See Punishment
   of disobeying a prophet  29
Constellations  290
Construction, analogy from  87
Consulting the dead  134. See Fortune Telling
Contamination  214

of intellect and thought  106
of soul  250

Contemplation  199
of spiritual existence  13

Contentment  47
Convention  48
Convergence

Divine-human  177
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Corruption  54, 203
Court, the Jewish  75, 162
Creation  80, 87, 107, 172

Creator and creation  211, 246–252
of man  109
purpose of  176, 194–198. See also Purpose
righteous could create worlds  110
six days of  212
sustained by G–dly power  120, 176
via “speech”  94, 97, 107, 108

Creator. See G–d
Crime  75
Current Era  179

prophecy  171
Danger  48
Daniel
   Book of  60, 61, 115
   the prophet  60
David ha-Nagid, Rabbi, son of Rambam  285
David, King of Israel  63–64, 115, 159–160, 169
Day of Atonement. See Yom Kipur
Death  92

by the agency of Heaven  29–30, 31–37
Death penalty. See Capital punishment
Deborah. See Devorah
Decline of the Generations  181–188
Decree, of Antiochus IV Epiphanes  35
Dedication  183, 195, 199

must come from within  183
quality/quantity of  183

Denier of Torah (Kofer)  241–242
Denying

authenticity of even a word of Torah  
241–242

Divine authorship of Torah  241–242
Divine observation of man  241–242
prophecy  241–242. See Prophecy
validity of Moshe’s prophecy  241–242, 257, 

261, 266
Derech Chayim (Maharal)  226
Derobing, during prophecy. See Prophets
Desert, the Sinai  86, 255
Desire  180

for idolatry  180
Destinies  132
Destruction  48

of Amalek. See Amalek
of Aram  95

of Babylon  95
of the Holy Temple  97, 150, 173, 301

Devarim (Deuteronomy), Book of
nature of  36–37

Devorah (Deborah), the prophetess  121
Diaspora  165. See also Exile
Difficulties  12, 101, 197–198
Diminution, of G–dly light  108
Disciples of the prophets, the  46, 204
Disobeying a prophet  29

Shaul spares Amalekite king  86
Disparaging Jews results in rebuke  111
Disposition  50. See prophecy; See prophets
Dispute  96

regarding absence of Urim ve-Tumim  300
Disputes  63

regarding another prophet like Moshe  
271–272

regarding Moshe’s birth  231
Disqualification, from prophecy  54
Divination. See Fortune Telling
Divine Chariot. See Chariot
Divine Inspiration (Ruach ha-kodesh)  

115, 181, 199. See Prophecy;                                   
See also Mini-prophecy

all major rabbinic works until early 17th 
century  173

attaining nowadays  121. See Current Era
five levels of  199–201
to any man, woman, Jew, gentile, slave  121

Divine Intellect. See G–d; Intellect
Divine Presence. See G–d
Divine revelation. See Prophecy
Divine Speech  94
Divine Spirit. See Prophecy
Divine Throne. See G–d
Divine Will. See G–d
Divrei Yirmiyahu  6
Doeg, the Edomite  156–158
Donkey, comparison to  50
Doom, prophecies of  48, 97, 111
Doubt  255
Doubting, a prophet. See prophets
Drashos ha-Ran  6, 43, 92, 94, 105
Dreams  20, 21, 201, 213–214, 227

always contain some falsehood  202, 
213–214

are the unripe fruit of prophecy  202
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Gavriel, angel of dreams  203
have no consequence whatsoever  214
numeric equivalent of Chalom (dream)  203
of ordinary folk/extremely pious/prophets  

213–214
one sixtieth of prophecy  202

Duality  176
Duty. See also Goal; Purpose

of man  46
Dynamics, of prophecy  54–57, 103.    

See also Prophecy; Prophets
Ecclesiastes (Koheles), Book of  46, 115
Echo, heavenly  202, 206. See Voice
Ecstasy  184
Eden, Garden of  74
Education  50, 193, 195
Ego  54. See also Arrogance; Humility
Egypt sorcerers  258
Egyptians, spoils of  236
Ein Ya’akov  247
Eitz Chaim  285
Elazar, Rabbi, of Worms  173
Elazar, Rabbi, Talmudic sage  168–169
Eliezer the Great, Rabbi, Talmudic sage  121
Elijah. See Eliyahu
Elisha, the prophet  43, 48, 51, 95
Elitism  54
Eliyahu (Elijah), the prophet  43, 48, 51, 207–208

aids the poor  207
ascended to heaven bodily in Divine chariot  

207–208
attends every circumcision  207–208
chair of  207
did not die  207–208
miracles  207–208
pays spiritual/physical visits  207–208
personal revelation of  200, 207–208, 210
reappears  207–208
revelation of  120
transmits esoteric teachings  207–208
spark of his soul enters mind of recipient  

208
Emanation  63

Chain of  99
knowledge of its myriad layers  124

Emergencies  195
Emotion  39, 45, 162

contamination of  106

role in prophecy  111
Emperor. See King
Empirical data  80, 184
End of Days  205. See also Messianic Era
Energy

G–dly  107
kinetic  87
spiritual  99

Enlightenment  48, 195, 197
Enmity  162
Enthusiasm  199
Equator, celestial  290
Era

Biblical. See Biblical
Current. See Current
Messianic. See Messianic

Error  81
Esther, Book of  86
Eternality

of Torah. See Torah
Eternity  80
Ethics  43, 44, 46, 158–162
Etymology

of “Choshen”  294
of “Olam” (world, universe)  194
of “Mazal”  211
of “Navi/Nevuah” (prophet/prophecy)  95

Eulogy  165
Euphrates, the river  95
Europe  195
Evil  86, 99, 106, 180, 248. See also Amalek

evil inclination  39, 45
forces of  203

Evolution of prophecy. See Prophecy
Exhaustion  199
Exile  48, 111, 179, 195, 196–198, 273

disadvantage of revelation during  184–188
revelation during  184–188
role of  196–198
superiority of faith during  182–188

Existence  15, 75, 79, 87, 281
depends on concealment of G–d  128
of heavenly beings  79
planes of  26. See also Realms

Exodus, from Egypt  248
Experimentation  81, 81–82, 83–89
Externality  183
Extraordinary  183, 188
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Extrapolation, method of  83–85
Eyes

of G–d  182
of the intellect  106
of the soul  106
of wisdom  120, 126

Ezekiel, Book of  21, 165
Ezra, Rabbi, of Moncontour (“the Prophet”)  173
Failure, to materialize  98–104
Faith  75, 255, 256–258, 284. See Belief

food of  184
in G–d  182–188
inner voice of  183
superiority of simple faith  182–188
unsophisticated  184

Falsehood  200
   false practices. See Fortune Telling
   false prophets  6, 10, 92, 180, 258
   false witnesses  257
Famine  161
Fear

of annihilation  92
of fortune tellers  133
of G–d  64, 168, 277, 284
of Moshe  208
of sin  46

Feminine  285
Fifty Gates of Understanding  40
Fire  60, 119

consuming fire  119
   heavenly  298–299
First Being  281. See G–d
First Existence  16. See also G–d
First Form  13, 56
First Holy Temple  149–150, 297–299.    

See also Temple
Five Books of Moses. See Torah
Food, keeping to a minimum  199
Foolishness  131, 135
Foundation (Yesod)  206
Forbidden Relations, Laws of  34
Foresight  86
Forgiveness  91, 171, 293–298
Form and Matter  186
Forms  56, 231
Fortune Telling  131
Fortune telling, forms of

astrology  132

charlatans  132
consulting the dead  133
divination of fortuitous things  131
divination using animals  134
seers  134
soothsayers  134
stick divination  131

Foundations of the Torah, Laws of  143, 151, 
160–161, 174, 260, 266, 277

Free choice  271
Frequency, of prophecy. See Prophecy
Frog, comparison to  50
Fulfillment  194
Future, depends on service of G–d  132
Gamliel, Rabban, Talmudic sage  173
Garments. See also Apron

eight priestly g. of High Priest  145, 155, 293
four priestly g. of ordinary Kohen  156
Kohen needs special garments to serve in 

Holy Temple  145
of a prophet  155
of thought  192
Priestly Garments, the  145, 155
prophet wears linen every day  163

Gates
of understanding. See Understanding
of wisdom  121

Gavriel, the archangel. See Angel
G–d, characteristics of  82.     

See also First Existence
all-knowing  85
all powerful  132
orchestrates everything  132
man of war  60
elder wearing snow-white garment  60
attributes of  109
back of  73, 117
Divine intellect  13
emotions of  182
essence of  99, 182, 184
Eternal Rock  228
existence of  15, 76, 77, 83, 87
face of  73, 180, 247
trustworthiness  99
glory and majesty of  23, 26, 73, 118–119, 191
greatness of  182
kindness of  91, 182
light of  107, 128, 172
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“no place is devoid of Him”  107
of all gods  132
of Israel  118
omnipotence of  15, 182
our Father  182
sitting upon a high and lofty throne  60, 225
slow to anger  91
“soul” of  251–252
sovereignty of  119
speech of  61
spirit of  43, 62, 105, 163, 172, 187
the King  24–25
nothing exists besides Him  88
the Truth  88
throne of  13, 56, 60, 231
unity of  109, 182, 284
will of  48, 63, 68, 101
wisdom of  13, 56
word of  105, 165
wrapped in a prayer shawl like a cantor  60

G–d, interaction with
actions of  182
army of  159
attachment to  182–188
awareness of  182–188
awe of  169, 200
bowing to  183
communicates with man  31, 39, 45, 55
connecting with  48
conversing with  49
energy from  107
expresses very “self”  247–252
fear of  64, 119
finger of  258
gift from  54
knocking at the door  48
knowledge of  15, 52, 279–286, 281
love of  64, 182–188
manifestation of  182
man of. See Prophets
“no man can see Me and live”  128
Presence of  39, 41, 45, 46, 74, 110, 119–120, 

126, 128, 149, 153, 165–166, 176, 
182–188, 298

reconsiders punishment  91
revealed to all Jews  73–77
seeing  19, 76, 77, 117–118, 123–129, 225–227
service of  46, 76, 159, 196–198

Temple of. See Temple
testing. See Testing
tests the Jewish people  35

Gematria. See Numeric equivalent
Generations, decline of. See Decline
Geometry  290
Gevurah. See severity
Gift

from G–d  54
Gifts to the Poor, Laws of  30
Gilui Eliyahu. See Eliyahu, personal revelation of
Gilui ha-Maggid. See Revelation
Gilui ha-Mazal. See Revelation, Gilui
Glass, clear and unclear  225–227, 270, 271
   comparison to  105
Glow  119, 123
Goal, of man  46, 186. See also Duty; Purpose
Good and evil  106, 200
Goodness  136
Government  46
Gravitational pull  87
Greeks, the  35
Haftarah  35
Haggai. See Chagai
Hai Ga’on, Rabbeinu  289
Ha-Kesav ve-ha-Kabalah  291
Halachah. See Jewish law
Haman, the Amalekite  86
Hamnuna Sava, Rav, Talmudic sage  208
Handmaiden  73
Happiness  183
Hashem. See G–d
Hayom Yom (by the Lubavitcher Rebbe)  96, 173
Healing  176
Health  52, 179
Hearing  74, 127
Heaven  79, 108

ascending to  207
hosts of  108

Heavenly Chariot  7. See Chariot
Hebrew alphabet. See Alef-beis
Heedfulness  46
Heresy  56, 141
Heretic (Apikorus)  241–242
Higher Authority  183
High Priest (Kohen Gadol)  34, 122, 132, 141–142, 

289–292. See also Aharon
Chilkiyahu  111
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garments of. See Garments
linen a. of priests and prophets  155
not more than one in office  156–163
prerequisites for  162
role as G–d’s chief minister in Holy Temple  

145
role as source of prophetic advice  145

Hilkia. See Chilkiyahu
Hillel
   school of  63
   the Elder, Talmudic sage  43, 51, 63
Holiness  46, 159, 250
Holy Land  169. See Land of Israel
Holy of Holies (Kodesh Ha-Kadashim)  159
Holy spirit, the. See Divine inspiration
Holy Temple. See Temple
Homiletic teachings. See Agadah
Honesty  54
Hoshea, Book of  129
Huldah. See Chuldah
Humility  39, 46, 54, 160–161, 204, 234, 236

in Torah study  
Huna, Rav, Talmudic sage  165–166
Hypotheses  83–89, 84
Ibn Ezra  119, 137, 157, 289
Ideas  234, 242
Identification of prophet via clothing.   

See Advertising; Apron
Idolatry  180. See also Prohibition

Ba’al  180
of Molech  134

Idol Worship, Laws of  135
Idra. See Shimon bar Yochai
Ignorance  48, 50, 79, 131, 179
Illusion  186
Images, clear and unclear  225–226
Imagination  125, 179, 200, 228
Immersion, ritual. See Mikvah
Impediments  52
Imperfection  101
Impressiveness  52
Inappropriate acts, interpreted mystically  97
Incarnation  76
Independence  176, 186
Inferences, logical  83–85
Infinite; Infinity  48, 84, 172, 246–252
Infinite light (Ohr Ayn Sof)  196, 201, 240
Inner space  183

Innocence  75, 136
Inspiration  183, 195
   Divine. See Prophecy
Instinctual recognition  74–77
Intellect  118. See also Mind; See also Prophets

contamination of  106
Divine  13
“eyes” of  106
human merges with Divine  12, 55
role in prophecy  13, 55

Intellectual refinement  72
Intellectuals  44, 55
Intermediaries  60
Interpolation, method of  83–85
Interpreter  30
Intervention, Divine  69
Intuition  75, 96, 184
Isaac. See Yitzchak
Isaiah
   Book of  60, 91, 93, 95, 111, 117, 166, 182, 192, 

225, 270
   the prophet. See Yeshayah
Isolation  48, 77, 110, 199
Israel. See Jewish people

Land of. See Land of Israel
Iyun Ya’akov  49
Jacob. See Ya’akov
Jealousy  162
Jeremiah
   Book of  48, 52, 95, 163, 206
   the prophet. See Yirmiyahu
Jericho  21
Jerusalem, fall of  48. See also Destruction
Jerusalem Talmud

Shevi’is  173
Sotah  173, 206
Yoma  162

Jewish Law  31, 32, 35, 75, 88, 156–159, 177, 200, 
214, 244, 251, 256–258, 260–264, 277

applying a rabbinic ruling  177
influences reality  250

Jewish people, the
attachment to G–d during Exile  182–188
belief in Moshe/the Torah  255
exclusively are granted prophecy  149
G–d’s love for  231
merits of contemporary  195
prophets rebuked for disparaging  111
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speaking positively about  111
Joash. See Yo’ash
Job
   Book of  115
   the prophet. See Iyov
Joel
   Book of  74, 159, 163, 172, 187, 191, 192
   the prophet. See Yoel
Jonah
   Book of  91
   the prophet. See Yona
Joseph. See Yosef
Joshua
   Book of  21
   the prophet. See Yehoshuah
Josiah. See Yoshiah
Journalist, analogy from  234
Joy

boundless  121
in performing the commandments  121

Judaism  52, 176, 181–188
dissemination of  195
“foundation” of  281–286
freedom to practice  195
passion for  195

Judge  75
Judges, Book of  121
Judgment  293–298
   daily  100. See also Rosh Ha-Shanah
Justice  92–93, 103

perversion of  293–298
Kabalah (Jewish mysticism)  116–118, 119, 125, 

210, 230, 285
Kabalistic teachings  209
Kabalists (Jewish mystics)  99, 119
Kanfei Yonah  206
Karo, Rabbi Yosef (author of Shulchan Aruch)  

209. See also Maggid Mesharim
describes Gilui ha-Maggid  209–210

Kasdim. See Babylonia
Kesef Mishneh  40, 41, 156
Keser Shem Tov  174
Kevar, the river  165
Kindness (Chesed)  64, 203
Kinetic, energy  87
King. See David; See Agag; See Shaul; 

See Chizkiyahu; See Yo’ash; See Yoshiah; 
See Achish; See Pharaoh; See Antiochus 

IV Epiphanes  35
King, of Israel/Judah  32, 162. 

attaining Moshe’s level  272
Kings, Book of  91, 95, 107, 111, 118, 207
Kings, Laws of  32, 46, 163, 273, 281
Kitzur Shulchan Aruch  214
Knowledge (Da’as)  203

esoteric  207–208
factual, familiar  117–118
five weaknesses of rational k.  80
of the myriad layers of emanation  124
of the Torah  149
prophetic  79
rational  79

Kohen Gadol. See High Priest
Kohen (Priest)  34

spokesman of G–d  148
Kol be-Ramah  208
Korach

rebellion of  235
swallowing of  141

Kuzari  119, 202
Lamentations (Eichah), Book of  48, 97
Land of Israel  151, 159, 165–166

Northern Kingdom  207–208
role in receiving prophecy  149
spoils of  159

Lechem Mishneh  41, 67
Leniency  63
Letter arrangements. See Urim
Letter on Martyrdom (Rambam)  111
Letters, of Rambam  80
Letter to Yemen (Rambam)  172, 270
Levites  155–156, 159

army of G–d  159
Libra  290
Light

inferred  227
of G–d  201, 210, 213. See also G–d, light of
of the soul  200
primordial  212–213
sunlight eclipsed by primordial  212

Lightning  61
Limbs  60
Limitations, of logic  85–86.     

See Logic; Knowledge
Liturgy, Musaf Festival Prayer  183
Location
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role in prophecy  98
Logic  48, 79–82. See Intellect; Limitations; Mind
Love, of G–d  64, 136, 182–188, 200, 277, 284
Loyalty  183
Lunatic. See Prophets
Luria, Rabbi Yitzchak. See Arizal
Ma’amarei Admor ha-Emtzoie  210
Maggid Mesharim  209
Magid, of Mezritch  172, 207, 212
Malachi, the prophet  150, 171–174, 202

last of the prophets  181
Mamre  21
Man

duty of  46. See Duty; Goal; Purpose
impotence of  15
“living soul”; “speaking soul”  109

Man of G–d  45. See also Prophets
Marah, the location  245
Masah, the location  96
Masculine  285
Mashiach  46, 74, 94, 101, 271–273.    

See also Messianic Era
arises during exile, leads to redemption  273
belief in  279–286
brings relief from persecution  46
greater than Moshe  272
greater than the ministering angels  270, 272
greater than the patriarchs  270, 272
great prophet like Moshe  270
soul-level of  272
sovereignty of  272
Torah knowledge of  272

Materialism  195, 197
Matriarchs  205
Matter and Form. See Form and Matter
Mazal  210–212
Meaninglessness  195
Mechilta  54, 63, 73, 74
Meditation  76, 77

on Sinai experience and its philosophical 
implications  264–267

Meekness  54
Megilah, Laws of  101
Meir, Rabbi, Talmudic sage  173
Mentor-angel. See Revelation, Gilui ha-Maggid
Messiah. See also Mashiach
Messianic Era  272. See Mashiach;    

See also Resurrection

levels of prophecy  163
no jealousy or competition  162–163
perfection of  187–188
physical compatible with spiritual  191
precursor to  172, 175
prophecy  191
prophetic spirit for all Jews  159, 163, 187, 

191
receiving prophecy in an earthly setting  193
revelation of primordial light  212
seeing G–d  186

Metaphoric  45, 117–118, 228
Metaphysical truths  83–89
Mezibuz, the town of  96
Midnight  199
Midrash
   Bamidbar Rabah  74, 191, 269, 300
   Bereishis Rabah  202, 205, 212, 234
   Lekach Tov  19
   Shemos Rabah  73, 247
   Shir Hashirim Rabah  35, 74, 111
   Tanchuma  250, 270
   Toras Kohanim  156
   Vayikra Rabah  173
   Yalkut Shimoni  22, 111, 269
Mikvah  199
Minchas Chinuch  29
Mind  200. See also Intellect; Logic

controls impulses  39, 45
illuminating the  186
interaction of brain with an idea  11
limitations of  79. See Limitations
of a prophet  39, 45

Mini-prophecy
sudden thought of Torah verse  174
sudden thoughts of repentance  174

Miracles  35, 172, 183, 194, 212, 255
recognition of  184
stopping the sun’s movement  258
to counter evil signs  180

Miraculous, prophecy. See Prophecy
Mirror, comparison to  225–226
Mishnah, study of  209
Mishneh Torah, Rambam’s legal Code  278–279
Mission  207, 208
Mist  119
Mitzvos. See Commandment; Commandments
Modern life  195
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Molech. See Idolatry
Money  52
Monotheism  15, 99, 176. See G–d
Morals  46, 47, 68, 85, 85–86, 162
Moses. See Moshe
Moshe (Moses), leader of Israel  21, 48, 73, 101, 

105, 119, 151–152, 157, 205
authenticity of  255
conviction in his prophecy  263–267
debates the angels  248–249
fear of approaching  208
Five Books of. See also Torah
initially forgot Torah  242, 248–251
miracles of  255–258
thousand lights of inspiration on Shabbos  

236
Moshe (Moses), leader of Israel, characteristics 

of
able to converse with G–d at will  49
born circumcised  231
chosen by G–d from all mankind  231
described as a giant  230
extraordinary mental and emotional powers 

and stability  230
face radiates light  208, 228
forty-nine Gates of Understanding  40
greatness from birth  231
humility of  40, 234, 235
most humble of all people  54
radiated light at birth  231
strength of  40
wealth of  40, 236
wisdom of  40

Moshe (Moses), leader of Israel, prophetic 
powers

chief of all the prophets  231
father of all prophets  47
four superiorities of his prophecy  227–229
higher caliber than all other prophets  269
issuing prophecy  34
levels within his prophecy  232
master of all prophets  29
mechanism of his prophecy  235
non-interactive interface between Torah and 

world  234
perfect clarity  225, 263, 271
prophecy compromised while G–d punished 

Jews  234, 235

prophesied awake, directly, unafraid, at will  
227

prophetic status ratified at Sinai  264–267
relationship between his prophecy and Sinai  

255
saw G–d “wrapped in a tallis”  60
saw via “clear glass”  225
Shechinah spoke through the mouth of 204, 

234
transmitter of “Torah”/“prophecy”  33–37
uniqueness of his prophecy  225

Motion  87
Multiplicity  63
Murder

of a prophet  97–98
of priests  156–158

Mysticism  76, 124. See Kabalah
Mystics. See Kabalists
Nachman, son of R. Chisda, Rav, Talmudic sage  

165
Name, of G–d  6, 153

E-l Shad-dai  99
Havayeh (Tetragrammaton)  99, 285
role in prophecy  99
the ineffable  289, 295

Names, in Hebrew, define entities  194
Nations, non-Jewish  269

free choice  271
prophets of  271

Natural, prophecy. See Prophecy
Nature  84, 181
Navi (prophet). See Etymology; Prophet
Negativity  99
Nevuah. See Etymology; Prophecy
Newborn  85
New Year. See Rosh Ha-Shanah
Next world, the  52
Nine levels of prophecy. See Prophecy, levels of
Nineveh, the city  91
Noahide Laws  239–240
Nothingness  87
Nowadays, prophecy. See Current Era
Numeric equivalent  203
Obadiah. See Ovadiah
Obeying, thoughts of repentance  206
Obstacles  93
Ohr Ayn Sof. See Infinite light
Ohr ha-Chayim  137
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Ohr Hashem  141
Ohr Torah (Magid of Mezritch)  111
One Cause, the. See G–d
Onkelos  110, 137
Oracle. See Urim
Ordinary people

can reach the level of the High Priest  159
   attaining prophecy  73, 159, 187.   

See Messianic Era
   receive subliminal revelation  186–187
   seeking prophetic advice  162–163
Organs  60
Osaf Kisvei ha-Yad shel Talmud ha-Bavli  76
Otzar Nechmad  119
Outreach  48
Ov. See Sorcery
Ovadiah (Obadiah), the prophet  22
Oversight  81
Ox, comparison to  199
Parable  250
Paralysis, of the senses during prophecy. 

See Prophets
Parasites  169
Patience  91
Patriarchs  205, 250, 251, 292. See Avraham; 

Yitzchak; Ya’akov
Peace  161
Penalties  31
Pentateuch. See Torah
Perfection  13, 69, 131–133, 199, 214, 231

intellectual  135
of the body  43
of the soul  43, 55

Persecution  35, 86, 111, 195, 197
relief from  46

Perspectives  75, 76
Perush  87
Pharaoh  248
Philosophy  60, 68, 80, 83–89, 260–264
Physicality  52, 63, 74, 240, 248, 249–250

conceals the spiritual  193–198
future role as a vehicle of Divine revelation  

196–198
losing track of p. during prayer  110
losing track of p. during prophecy  110

Physics, laws of  85
Pietists and devotees, the early  110
Piety  46, 64, 200

Pinchas ben Yair, Rabbi, Talmudic sage  46
Pirkei d’Rabbi Eliezer  63, 207, 250
Pitcher, analogy from  234
Plague, of lice  258
Planetary symbols  295
Plenty  161
Pointing, at revelation of G–d  73
Politics  115
Popularity  44, 55
Poverty  42–43, 51, 197, 207
Praise  209

of G–d  115
Prayer

before G–d’s Presence  110
concentration  110, 199
in isolation  110
losing track of physicality  110
meaning of the words  110
that approaches prophecy  110

Predictions  85, 116, 172, 213
averted by repentance  91–94
positive, negative  91–94
prevented by sin  91–94

Prenatal, instincts  76
Preparation, for prophecy  50, 67, 157, 186, 

191–192. See also Prophecy
Pride. See also Ego
Priest. See Kohen (Priest); See also High Priest
Priesthood (Kehunah), relationship with 

prophecy  141
Pri Etz Chaim  236
Primordial. See Light
Principles, of faith/law  277
Prizes  193
Probability  83–84
Probing the future  131–133. See also    

Fortune Telling; Urim
Profanity, of Babylon  167–169
Prohibition  30. See also Commandment

adultery  240, 248
consulting dead  134
destroying objects bearing G–d’s Name  277
divination  134
doubting prophet, prophecy  96
eating limb from living animal  239–240
eating sciatic nerve (gid hanashe)  240
forms of Fortune Telling. See Fortune Telling
idolatry  134, 248. See also Idolatry
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jealousy  248
murder  240, 248
profaning G–d’s Name  277
prophet suppressing his prophecy  174
sorcery  134
testing G–d  96
testing prophet exeedingly  96
theft  248

Promise, Divine  171
Promises  209
Pronouncing, prophecy. See Articulation
Proof  75, 80, 184, 256–258, 260–267
Prophecy. See Divine inspiration;   

See Predictions; See also Moshe
accessibility of  26, 179
advertising. See Advertising
as a principle of the law  277
authenticity of  103. See Authenticity
averted by repentance  91–94
Biblical/Messianic  179
concretization of  98
demonstrates Israel’s deep love for the 

Torah  35
denying  102–104
departure of  171, 179, 202
dynamics of  54–57, 96, 103
effectiveness of  100
evolution of  186–188
forbidden to doubt  96
hearing a prophet  30
in allegorical form  12
in diaspora. See Diaspora
instinctive  187–188
in the future era  191
introductory expressions  225
levels of  19–27, 23–27
limitations of  127–128, 179
man communicates with G–d  8
miraculously prevented  67
nowadays. See Current era
of doom  97, 111
of Moshe  34
on regular/occasional basis  41
positive p. to general public must 

materialize  102
prayer approaching p.  110
precedes belief in the Torah  5
precursor to the coming of Mashiach  175

rarity of  181, 181–188
received wisdom (Kabalah)  101
relationship with Torah  259–267
reliability of  91
restating a Torah principle  32
return of  171
significance of  181
styles of  59, 186
taken from prophets, given to Sages  173
unfulfilled. See failure
using the Urim ve-Tumim. See Urim
when to seek  48
words of caution  35
“You must listen to him” (Devarim 18:15)  

11, 256, 260
Prophecy, characteristics of

a flow from G–d  228
all p. alluded to in Torah  36–37
also considered “Torah”  37
applicable at all times  160. See Current Era
compatible with recipients  101, 102, 

246–252
destined to be annulled  101
dictated word-for-word by G–d  59, 105
does not rest amid sadness or indolence  

179
embodiment of Divine “speech,”  94
exclusive to the Jewish people  149
exclusive to the Land of Israel  149
G–dly flow  6
more cherished by G–d than the Torah  35
natural phenomenon  67
not for everyone  46
spirit from Above  116–118
superiority of  100–104
superiority of prophetic texts  33–37
tailored to current needs  101
voice from Above  108
weakness of  100–104

Prophecy, experiencing
according to level of prophet’s soul  121
criteria for  39
difficulties with receiving  12
disqualification from  54
each prophet hears same p. differently  64
ecstatic  187–188
effect on body  72, 106
exceptional human talent  8
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experience of  11–13
frequency of  49
human and Divine intellects merge  12
interactive experience  14
obstacles to  93
personal intimacy with the Divine  231
preparation for  50, 67. See Preparation
prerequisites for  6–7, 179–180
prevented by sin  91–94
prevented from  69
private communications  99
processed for human consumption  12
removing impediments  52
seen through “clear glass”  61
seen with soul, not mind  106
subliminal  187–188
trance-like state  109, 151–152, 188
various sub-prophetic Experiences  199. 

See also Divine Inspiration; Dreams; 
Eliyahu; Revelation; Shechinah; Voice

weakens body  12, 106
Prophecy, factors in. See also Humility; 

Priesthood; Strength; Wealth; Wisdom
requires knowledge of G–d  286
role of action  94–95, 98
role of audience  98
role of Divine Names  99
role of emotion  111
role of imagination  7, 179, 229
role of intellect  13, 108
role of Kohen/High Priest  145–148
role of location  98, 165. See Diaspora
role of speech  105. See Articulation
role of the Ark  149
role of the Land of Israel  149, 165
role of tone of voice  111
role of Torah knowledge  149

Prophecy, levels of  49, 122, 163
Prophecy, uses

to counter evil signs  180
to inform a private individual of his needs  

134, 161–163
to instruct man  6
not for personal use  5
not to establish law  10, 143

Prophetesses. See Chuldah; See Devorah
superiority over prophets  111

Prophets. See Amos; Chagai; Daniel; Elisha; 

Eliyahu; Malachi; Moshe; Ovadiah; 
Shmuel; Yehoshua; Yeshayah; Yoel; 
Yonah; Zechariah ben Y.; Zechariah

are not alike  23
apprenticeship  52
authenticity of. See authenticity
Books of the  33, 35, 107, 115. See also 

Prophets, Writings of
collapse during prophecy  106
derobe during prophecy  106, 191
difficulties attaining prophecy  12
disciples of  46, 67, 146, 155–156, 157
disobeying. See Disobeying
each according to their own ability  19
effects of the body of  64, 179–180
father of all  47
forbidden to doubt  96
forbidden to test exeedingly  96.   

 See also testing
garments of. See Garments
greatest of  22
hearing a prophet prophesize  30
last of. See Malachi
lose sensation of physicality  109
lowest of  22
master of all  29
may not suppress own prophecy  174
messenger from G–d  62
“more cherished” by G–d than the Torah  35
of Ba’al  180
paralysis of the senses  106
personal transformation  14
psycho-intellectual state, during prophecy  

106
public servants  231
punished for disparaging Jews  111
respected in all circles  44
superiority of Moshe  225–227
testing. See testing
tremble, weak, etc., while receiving 

prophecy  72, 106, 122, 228
weakening of body  12
wear linen apron. See Apron
weekly reading of. See Haftarah
writings of  107, 115, 115–116

Prophets, characteristics of
an extremely broad and fine mind  39, 45, 

162
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compassion of  111
described as a lunatic  107
disposition of  59
elevated above the sages  14
four qualities of  39–43
knowledge of the Torah  149
“man of G–d”  95
master of their emotion  45
nature of the soul of  64
penetrating intellects  13
primed to receive pure intellectual form  13
qualifications needed  39
“servants of G–d”  101

Prophets, the Books of. See Prophets
Protection, Divine  169
Proverbs (Mishlei), Book of  115
Psalms (Tehilim), Book of  40, 63, 94, 109, 115, 

150, 169, 250
Psycho-intellectual state, during prophecy. 

See Prophets
Public, positive prophecy for public must 

materialize  102
Punishment  31, 31–37, 91–94, 111, 136.  

 See also Capital Punishment
for disparaging Jews  111

Purity  46, 183, 199
Purpose  52, 76, 176. See also Duty; Goal

of Creation  194–198. See also Creation
Ra’avad  173
Rabbeinu Avraham, son of Rambam  292, 294
Rabbinic debate  45. See also Disputes
Rabbinic leadership  51
Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak, sixth Lubavitcher Rebbe  

193
Radak  48, 106, 191
Ralbag  106
Ramban (Nachmanides)  173
   on Chumash  132, 137, 206, 291
   on Sefer ha-Mitzvos  133
Rapture  184
Rashab. See Shalom Ber of Lubavitch, Rabbi
Rashab (Rabbi Sholom Dovber), fifth 

Lubavitcher Rebbe  193
Rashbam  235
Rashi (Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki)  22, 99
   on Chumash  132, 236, 258, 289, 293
   on Nach  48, 95, 97, 105
   on Talmud  22, 59, 101, 142, 166, 226, 235

Rav, Talmudic sage  40
Reactions  83
Realms

angelic  203
   upper, lower  44, 55, 74, 93, 93–94, 97, 108, 127, 

250
Rebbes, Chasidic  174
Rebellion  32. See Sin
Rebuke  115, 165, 209. See also Prophets
Received wisdom (Kabalah)  101.   

See also Kabalah
Recipients, of prophecy. See Prophets
Recognition. See Acquired; Instinctual
Redemption  94, 273
Reed Sea. See Sea
Refinement  46, 52, 210

of soul  120
Refraction

of an initial teaching  63–66
of G–dly signal  63–66

Relief, from persecution  46
Religion

freedom of  195
prophecy for non-religious matters  10

Repentance  91–94, 174, 199, 206
influence on prophecy  91–94
thoughts of  206

Rescue  48
Research  83–89
Resources  52
Respect  44
Responsibility  48
Restraint  46
Resurrection  194, 196, 272
Revelation  181–188, 183. See Prophecy

constant background noise of Divine  
184–188

cumulative effects of  186
developing an appetite for  193
disadvantage of r. during exile  184–188
during exile  184–188
even for small children  193
in the context of creation  177, 232, 246–252
levels of  127
must express itself within confines of nature  

181
quality of  127
to Form  186
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to Matter  186
Revelation, forms of

during sleep. See Dreams; Sleep
Gilui ha-Maggid (mentor-angel, guiding 

spirit)  209–210
Gilui ha-Mazal (insight from root of soul)  

210–212
higher and lower forms of  115
of Eliyahu  120
of G–d  191
of the soul of ancient saintly figures  200
personal  193, 199

Reward  52, 121, 212
Riddle  12, 128–129. See also Allegory
Righteous, the  120, 212

could create a world  110
Rishonim (medieval Talmudic commentators)  

172, 173, 212
Ritva  119
Rokeach. See Elazar of Worms
Rome  250
Rosh  41
Rosh Amanah (Abarbanel)  142, 277
Rosh Ha-Shanah (Jewish New Year)  100
Royalty  24
Royalty (Malchus)  203, 206
Ruach ha-kodesh. See Divine Inspiration
Russia  195
Sabbatical and Jubilee Years, Laws of  159
Sacrificial service  31, 48, 299
Sadness  179
Sages, the  116–118

higher form of revelation than prophets  
115, 115–118

prophecy transferred from prophets to  S.  
173

Salt  60
Salvation  95, 169, 208
Samuel
   Book of  62, 86, 108, 155, 156, 160
   the prophet. See Shmuel
Sapphire  40, 236
Saul. See Shaul
Schneur Zalman of Liadi, Rabbi. See Alter Rebbe
Science  83–89
Scripture. See Torah
Sea, Reed  73–77, 141, 194, 236
Second Holy Temple  144, 149–150, 152, 180, 202, 

293. See also Temple

Secret, of the High Priest’s Breastplate  290
Security  52
Seeing. See also Sight

across the globe with human vision  172, 212
Divine revelation  183
G–d  247
G–d with physical eye  191
the Creator in Messianic Era  186

Seers. See Fortune Telling
Sefer Chasidim (R’ Yehudah ha-Chasid)  121, 180
Sefer ha-Chinuch  171
Sefer ha-Ikarim  5, 59, 141, 149, 241
Sefer ha-Mitzvos (Rambam)  171
Sefiros  7, 125, 203, 210, 230. See Netzach; Hod; 

Yesod; Malchus
Seizing the moment  174
Self-abnegation  235. See Humility
Self-control  39, 47, 199
Self-defense  86
Selfishness  183
Self-mastery  162, 199
Self-sacrifice (Mesiras Nefesh)  120, 195
Senses  81, 186
Service of G–d. See G–d
Severity (Gevurah)  64, 203
Sforno  137
Sha’alos u-Teshuvos min ha-Shamayim  

(R’ Reuven Margolies)  172
Sha’ar ha-Emunah (Mitteler Rebbe)  120
Sha’ar ha-Kedushah (Rabbi Chaim Vital)  173
Sha’ar ha-Pesukim  272
Sha’ar Ma’amarei Rashbi  208
Sha’ar Ru’ach ha-kodesh (Arizal)  108
Sha’arei Kedushah (Arizal)  7, 121, 125, 199, 209
Shabbat. See Shabbos
Shabbos  35, 236, 245. See also Commandment
Shamir, stone-cutting worm  301
Shammai

school of  63
   Talmudic sage  63
Shaul (Saul), king of Israel  14, 86, 134, 161

spares Amalekite king  86
uses prophecy to locate lost sheep.

Shechinah (Divine Presence)  201, 204–205, 234. 
See G–d

communicating phase  205
drawn by presence of ten Jews  205
drawn by Torah study  205
etymology of the term  204
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Shemayah, Talmudic sage  63–64
Shemonah Perakim (Rambam)  19, 43, 47
Shem Tov  69
Shimon bar Yochai, Rabbi, Talmudic sage  116, 

121, 173
Idra (rabbinic gatherings)  208

Shlomo (Solomon), King of Israel  115
Shmuel bar Inya, Rav, Talmudic sage  299
Shmuel, Rabbi, “the prophet”  173
Shmuel, Talmudic sage  40
Shmuel (Samuel), the prophet  20, 86, 155, 160
Shulchan Aruch Admur ha-Zakein  51
Shulchan Aruch (Code of Jewish Law)  110, 209

practical guidance for all Jews  110
Sick  52
Sifri  225, 269
Sight  74. See also Seeing

a portal to heaven  119
limitations of  118
seeing the Divine  123–129

Signs. See Miracles
Simple-heartedness. See Perfection
Simplicity  136
Sin  74, 91–94, 106, 110–112, 171, 179–180, 199, 

271, 293–298. See also fear of sin
influence on prophecy  91–94
of the Golden Calf  236
of the Spies  233, 235

Sinai  194, 236, 239
bridging heaven and earth  239
description of the revelation  255–256
giving of the Torah  239
innovation of  239
ratification of Moshe’s status as prophet  

264–267
superiority of visual experience over logic  

258
Sincerity  199
Sixth sense  184. See Intuition
Slavery  179, 248
Sleep

revelation 213–214
soul ascends to source during  213

Society  85, 86
Solutions, finding via prophecy  132.   

See also Urim
Song of Songs (Shir Ha-Shirim), Book of  115
Soothsayers. See Fortune Telling
Sorcery  134, 255, 256, 257, 261, 269

Soul  64
animating soul  7, 125
ascends to source during sleep  213
Bas Kol heard subliminally  206. See Voice
before birth  76
cannot make two simultaneous bodily 

appearances  208
causes the varied activities of the body  60
core of  76
effects of  124
existence of  124
experiences revelation during sleep  213
eyes of  106
indivisible essence of  60
intellectual soul  7, 125
light from root of  200
limited by body  80
“living soul”; “speaking soul”  109
Mazal is intermediary between soul and G–d  

211
memory of  76
nature of prophet’s soul  64
of ancient saintly figures  200–201
of G–d  251–252
paths in. See Three Paths
perfection of  199
refinement of  120
revelation of supernal root. See Revelation, 

Gilui ha-Mazal
shared roots  201
subconscious levels  174

Source of life  64
Sovereignty  171
Speculation  80, 96
Speculation, scientific  83–89
Speech

“a people of unclean lips”  111
avoiding unnecessary  199
channel for G–dly creative energy  109–112
connection between Creator and creation  

109–112
distinction between human and Divine  107
Divine  94
during prophecy  105. See also Prophecy, 

role of speech
detectability of human speech (breath)  107
man created as a “speaking soul”  109
power of  97–104
reveals thought  107, 109
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rooted in the essence of the soul  112
speaking positively about Jews  111

Spies. See Sin
Spirit  74

from Above. See Prophecy
guiding spirit. See Revelation,    

Gilui ha-Maggid
of G–d  43, 149, 191–192
of life  124
prophetic  145, 150
purity of  183
the holy. See Divine inspiration

Spirituality  45, 52, 74, 183
energies  99

Splendor (Hod)  206
Splitting, of the Sea. See Sea
Stars  132
Stick divination. See Fortune Telling
Stone throwing, analogy from  87
Stoning  97
Story, of Ba’al Shem Tov  96
Strength  39, 52, 162, 204, 236
Stringency  63
Study. See Torah
Sunlight, comparison to  105, 149
Superiority  54

of prophetic texts  33–37
of Torah text  33–37

Supernal Cause. See G–d
Supernal Voice. See Prophecy
Supernatural  71, 80, 212
Surrender  201
Sweetening a harsh message  111
Symbolism

in prophecy. See Action; See Prophecy
Synagogue  35
Syria  250
Tablets (Luchos), the two, of the Covenant; of 

the Testimony  40, 149, 236, 250
Avodah Zarah  33
Bava Kama  33
Megilah  33

Talents  54, 69, 77, 184, 231
Tallis (prayer shawl)  60
Talmud

composed with the utmost precision  249
Talmudic tractates

Avodah Zarah  35, 46

Avos  63, 107, 174, 200, 209
Bava Basra  118, 127, 173, 207
Brachos  92, 174, 202
Chagigah  22, 74, 206, 212
Eruvin  173
Gittin  214
Kesubos  75, 76
Kiddushin  250
Makos  240
Megillah  86, 111, 210
Mo’ed Katan  165
Nedarim  40, 204, 236, 242, 250
Nidah  185, 187
Pesachim  205
Rosh Hashanah  60, 100, 272
Sanhedrin  42, 51, 59, 110, 171, 202, 205, 245, 

258
Shabbos  179, 181, 247, 248, 263
Sotah  56, 171, 182, 202, 206, 231, 236, 301
Ta’anis  36
Yevamos  225
Yoma  43, 51, 145, 153, 171, 202, 250, 298

Tangible  74
Tanna de-bey Eliyahu Rabah  207
Tanna de-bey Eliyahu Zuta  207
Tanya  194, 201
Tanya, 
   Kuntres Acharon  46
   Likutei Amarim  107
   Igeres ha-Kodesh  109
   introduction  64
   Sha’ar ha-Yichud ve-ha-Emunah  108
Technical progress  84
Temperature  83
Temple Apparatus and Staff, Laws of  8, 122, 142, 

150, 152, 155, 156–163, 159, 293, 299, 301
Temple, the Holy  31, 48, 74, 97, 98, 156–163, 183. 

See also First Holy Temple; Second Holy 
Temple

refurbishment of  111
Ten Commandments  63, 240, 247-248

Anochi  247
Ten Sefiros. See Sefiros
Ten, significance of the number  230
Ten sons, of Haman. See Haman
Ten Utterances, of Creation  107
Terrorism  86
Teshuvah, Laws of  31, 46, 52, 241, 243, 270
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Testimony  213, 256
Testing  35

a prophet. See Prophets
G–d  96

Tetragrammaton. See Name, of G–d
Theocentric  76
Theology  115
Theories  83–89
Threats, always fulfilled on some level  96
Three paths, in the soul  64
Throne. See G–d
Time  233
Tone of voice during prophecy  111
Torah  33

before and after Sinai  239
communicating from heaven to earth  234
creating angels via study  200, 209–210
daily blessing over  251
disputes. See Disputes
fifth book of. See Devarim
Five Books of Moses  31–37
given as gift  248–252
giving of  74
hidden T. scroll in Holy Temple  111
Moshe’s Five Books perfect blend of T. and 

prophecy  264–267
relationship with prophecy  259–267
validity of  260–267
weekly portion  35

Torah, characteristics of
absolute will of G–d  101
alludes to all future prophecies  36–37
avoids redundancy  33
distinct from Mosaic prophecy  239
distinct from prophecy  239
eternal  101
expresses G–d’s very “self”  247–252
for all generations  101
foundation of the prophets  36
G–d’s obligatory demands  35
G–d’s secreted treasure  248–249
grants power to become true servant of G–d  

159
imparts physical with tangible spirituality  

250
incompatible with man  242
infinite light of G–d hidden within  172, 

212–213

not considered “prophecy” per se  34
preceded Creation by two thousand years  

234, 248–249
secrets hidden within  201
superiority of Torah texts  33–37
superior to even Moses’ prophecy  239
unyielding  101

Torah, relationship with
affront to  174
awe of  209–210
commitment to  35
effort in study  200
focus on intellect/sacredness  209–210
Shechina rests on ten who study  205
studied before Sinai  250
studying  31, 199, 205. See Torah

Toras Chaim (Mitteler Rebbe)  121
Tosfos  202, 206
Traditions  195
Traits  199
Trance. See Prophets; Prophecy
Transcendence  77, 106, 110, 187, 211
Transgression  29
Translating

intention into action  100
spiritual into physical  97–104

Tree of Knowledge  74, 106
Trees, analogy from  82
Tribes, of Israel  292
Trips  48
Truth  200, 265
   Masters of. See Kabalists
Turei Even  42
Twenty-two supernal letters  108.    

See also Alef-beis
Tzadik (pious). See piety
Tzafnas Pane’ach al ha-Rambam   

(Rogatchover Ga’on)  30, 270, 292
Tzemach Tzedek (Rabbi Menachem Mendel), 

third Lubavitcher Rebbe  193, 212
   Biurei ha-Zohar  203
   Derech Mitzvosecha  116
   Ohr ha-Torah  107
   Sefer ha-Chakirah  172, 213, 258
 Tzitzis  34
Understanding (Binah)  203

gates of  40
G–d  52
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the prophetic process  14
Unfulfilled prophecy. See Failure
Universe

eternity of  80
origins of  83

Urges  120
Urim ve-Tumim (High Priest’s oracle)  132, 141, 

150, 152–154, 235
absence of  298–301
a form of prophecy  142
contains G–d’s Name  153
definition, description of  289
not for private use  162–163
restricted to king, court and community  162
role as priestly garment  145
via actual movement of letters  144, 292
via prohetic image of letter arrangements  

144
Uttering, prophecy. See Articulation
Vague  74
Vanity  195
Variables  83–85
Veil. See Glass; Vision
Victory (Netzach)  206
Virtues  43, 46, 47
Vision  76, 117–118. See also Prophets

across the globe with human v.  172
clarity of  225–227
of Avraham, “between the pieces”  21
of Daniel  60
of Jewry at the Reed Sea  60
of Moshe  60
of Yechezkel  23–27
of Yeshayah  23–27, 60
seen with soul, not mind  106
sharpening via intellect  119

Vital, Rabbi Chaim  173
Voice

from Above. See Prophecy
   heavenly (Bas Kol)  174, 202, 206

inner  184
inner v. of faith  183
of G–d, at Sinai  255–258, 262, 264–267

Waking, at midnight  199
War  60, 142, 161, 294
Weakness  179
Wealth  39, 52, 162, 195, 204, 236
Weekly Torah portion. See Torah

Western world  195
Wheat, analogy from  202
Wisdom (Chochmah)  39, 46, 52, 80, 93, 115, 162, 

191, 203-204, 236, 281, 290
Witchcraft  255, 257, 261
Witness  75
Women.  See also Prophetesses

more compassionate than men  111
Words, power of  96
Working conditions  52
Worldly matters  39
Worlds. See 
Worlds, the Four. See Asiyah; Atzilus; Briah; 

Yetzirah
World to Come (Olam Ha-Bah), inhabitants of  

120
Worship  52
Worthiness  199, 201
Writing, fingers are passive communicators of 

thought  11
Writing, analogy from  234
Writings, the Books of. See Prophets
Ya’akov (Jacob), the patriarch  92, 99, 205, 240, 

270
Yechezkel (Ezekiel), the prophet  21, 23–27, 73

compared to “a villager who saw the king”  
22, 24

overawed by vision  22
received prophecy outside Israel  165–166

Yechidah. See soul, core of
Yefey To’ar  205
Yehoshua (Joshua), leader of Israel  21, 48
Yehoyakim, King of Israel  48
Yehudah, Rabbi, “Ha-Chasid”  173
Yeshayah (Isaiah), the prophet  22, 23–27, 91, 

225
compared to “a townsman who saw the 

king”  22, 24
did not explain every detail  22
greatest of the prophets  111, 269, 271
of royal descent  22
rebuked by G–d for disparaging Jews  111
saw what Moshe could not  225–227

Yetzirah (World of Formation)  210
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kghkuh Banu,

 rw sus uzud,u ktv xktdgr

rw sus uzud,u rhbv gyr

zfrubo kcrfv

,vhhbv banu,hvo mruru, cmrur vjhho

[

bspx gWh

rw sus ahjhw xktdgr

uzud,u nr, ktrt ,jhw

ucbu,hvo:

JBV uarv nkfv

[

ukzfu,

rw rtuci ahjhw xktdgr 

uzud,u nr, nrho ,jhw



kghkuh Banu,

vrvWd vrvWj rw nrsfh ztc vfvi duybhe

vjxhs rw tcrvo uzud,u zgkst phhdkhi

vrvWd vrvWj rw tar uzud,u jhwv c,hwv tcrnxti

vrvWd vrvWj rw sus trhwv vfvi htrnua

zfrubo kcrfv

,vhhbv banu,hvo mruru, cmrur vjhho

[

ukzfu,

vrvWd vrvW, rw akuo sucgr ahjhw vfvi duybhe 

rtcWs seWe ngkcuri hgWt

uzud,u nr, scurv ,jhw

[

nr, arv bjnv ,jhw htrnua

[

bspx gWh

vrvWj vrvW, rw nthr ahjhw vfvi duybhe

uzud,u nr, ahhbsk ygnt ,jhw

cbhvo ucbu,hvo:

vrvW, anutk nrsfh ztc vfvi uzdu,u nr, phhdt shbv 

uhksHvo ahhbt tx,r aprv' sus trhwv ujhw nuaet

 jbv ucgkv vrvW, mch tkhnkl aphrt 

uhksHvo jhw nuaet' nbjo ngbsk usus trhwv

nbujv rjk ucgkv vrvW, hux; hmje ctrcgr 

uhksHvo thyt ujhw nuaet

zgkst ucgkv vrvW, nhftk tkgzr kgrbgr 

uhksHvo jhw nuaet uac,h

vrvW, nbjo ngbsk vfvi uzdu,u nr, rhhzk

xhnt tx,r' aprhbmt ktv' hux; hmje vfvi'

 tcrvo aknv vfvi' jhwv c,hwv' usus trhwv vfvi 

ahjhu kturl hnho uabho yucu,



kghkuh Ban,

vrvWj vrvW, rw hux; hmje ci rw hgec
khpxegr
zfrubu kcrfv

,/ b/ m/ c/ v/

[

kzfu,

vrvWj vrvW, rw jhho nhkgr ahjhw

uzud,u nr, jbv ru, ,jhw

uhksHvo ktv' nbjo ngbsk' jhw nuaet ukuh hmje ahjhu

uvurhvo ahjhu

[

kghkuh Ban,

rw hgec ci rw nbjo suc
bhunti

zfrubu kcrfv

,/ b/ m/ c/ v/





nuesa

kjhzue v,earu,

kfcus esua, tsubbu nurbu 

urcbu

baht surbu
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